
 



LEGAL DISCLAIMER  

The information provided in this white paper of DAIKICOIN may not be comprehensive and does not 

indicate any contractual arrangement. This paper is for knowledge purposes only and does not represent 

and therefore does not imply an offering of securities or any other financial or investment instrument in 

any jurisdiction. Any reader should be warned that purchases of DAIKICOIN can involve significant risks.  

The white paper in English is the main and only official source of knowledge on the DAIKICOIN project. The 

knowledge provided herein can be translated into other languages and used in a range of channels. In the 

event of anomalies between any translations or correspondence and the official English-language white 

paper, the provisions of the original English-language document concerned shall have primary standing 

and Prevalence. Please read our Terms and Conditions for more detail.  

DAIKICOIN talk about major features in digital ecosystem. It fulfils functionality of token utility, and 

enhanced blockchain platform. DAIKICOIN shall not and cannot be offered, bought, or sold for benefit. 

DAIKICOIN not and cannot offer guarantees and disclaims all liabilities for the fulfilment of the above 

conditions. It is the duty of the potential participant or contributor to ensuring that involvement in any of 

the sales is not prohibited under the prevailing laws of the country of origin or citizenship of any such 

participant or contributor. 

 

 



ABSTRACT 

It has been seen that digital currency is weaving its magic all around the world, Nowadays it is considered 

as a best currency. While observing this, Daikicoin came up with the motive to introduce this currency to 

everyone. Founders of Daikicoin and its team believe that we can do a lot in digital currency as we are 

doing today. It is a path to make this sector more attractive for the local business as well as to common 

people along with this, we focus to remove extract the technical technology. This sector has a potential to 

transform the way of business, done across the world. Modern and relevant technologies, makes it more 

user friendly. We have major goals for this sector and with the help of Daiki Coin we want to meet the 

digital currency to its need by accepting this coin to the local corner shops. The main aspiration behind this 

coin is to reach to the worldwide everyone start using it and accept it. 

 

 

 

 

OUR GOAL 

Many aspects of society are not fully understood in the context of their capabilities and technological 

advancements; we want to transform it by supporting and demonstrating that there can be great people 

in the crypto world who integrate the best of the Blockchain Industry for the community. 

 



VISION 

The DAIKICOIN team strives to inspire a significant proportion of investors to help make DAIKICOIN a bridge 

connecting the  technology to sustainability We not only plan to provide the solid, transparent and 

encrypted ledger system which is impossible to decipher but we also come with full proof plan to combat 

the ongoing problems. Blockchain technology, a marvel in the digital economy, has the potential to 

reverberate throughout every industry and enterprise. Even in its infancy, Blockchain has already proven 

to be the most promising technology, with the ability to alter industries as diverse as travel and tourism.  

The star project in the area is dedicated to redefining the online travel market through blockchain 

technology. Nobody can deny that technology and travel are a winning mix nowadays. This united force is 

also important in the way we travel from the vacation place we choose to the kind of transportation we 

use and make it: 

  Vastly decentralized  

 Reliable, secure and simplified 

 Cost Efficient and fast gaming paradigm for the modern technology 

 

 



WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY? 

A blockchain is a decentralized ledger that records all transactions that take place on a peer-to-peer 

network. People involved can validate transactions while using technology with no need for a trusted 

centralized authority. Future applications include fund transfers, trade settlement, voting, and a variety of 

other concerns. Blockchain, also known as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), uses decentralization and 

crypto algorithms hashing to allow the history of any digital asset unalterable and transparent. Blockchain’s 

Advantages: 

 • Increased Transparency  

• Permanent Ledger  

• Cost-Effective  

• Accuracy  

• Secure  

• Decentralized Nature 

 

Blockchain aims to allow digital data to be recorded and distributed, but not edited. Stuart Haber and W. 

Scott Stornetta, two researchers who tried to develop a system where document timestamps cannot be 

tampered with, proposed blockchain technology in 1991. It wasn't till nearly two decades later, with the 

launch of Daikicoin in January 2009, that blockchain saw the very first real-world application. 

Introduction 

Daikicoin coin was generated in January 2017, and has been backed by a dedicated digital currency 

exchange March 2018. It is design for the entrepreneurs and allows individuals to make cost effective, 

secure and fast transaction via decentralized peer to-peer network. Daikicoin is use worldwide and it is the 

choice of the best entrepreneurs.  

This paper is set out with the motive to introduce the Daikicoin, the underlying technology that supports it 

and it is based on the business support philosophy. It explores the principles of the digital currency from 

the core. It includes the features like security, privacy and flexibility. In this, we describe the benefits which 

are offered to both consumers and business owners, as well as the support network offered by DAIKI and 

the DAIKIcoin Foundation. 

The Daikicoin Foundation has been designed as an open source and participatory standards body for the 

Daikicoin, project. It is a non-profit organisation which provide fund to the development of Daikicoin and 

the Daikicoin infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 



Why Digital Currency 

Digital Currencies has mark its presence effectively in 2009, it has bring a new active concept which is based 

on the speed, privacy and security of the financial transactions.  As due to World Bank crisis, mixed up with 

the concerns over the privacy and security of money and new rules and regulations made transactions 

restrictive due to it, people forced to seek for the news and unconventional path to transact. Daikicoin is 

helpful for the conventional banking also.  

As, we all know that many third parties take benefits from the Conventional banking, in terms of financial 

as well as  they get all the personal info via transaction. Cost and privacy both are the major issue for the 

conventional banking. But in Daikicoin third party transferring agents who wants their shares are not 

involved.  The process of sending the money via Daikicoin is totally free of cost and it makes it beneficial 

as many businessmen use to suffer for the high transactions fees via credit and debit card.   

The rate of inflation that can potentially diminish the purchasing power of fiat – or  traditional - currencies 

(such as Sterling) does not affect the value of a digital currency  to the same degree, as there is a fixed 

amount of the currency produced over a fixed 91 period of time – and no governments or institutions to 

manipulate the quantity or price. 

 

Coin Vs Token in Crypto 

Before a token becomes a coin, a project develops its own blockchain and migrates its tokens there as a 

coin. With the new standalone blockchain, users can exchange their digital tokens for digital coins. Unlike 

coins, tokens can opt not to be tied to a single blockchain and gain flexibility to become dapps using tokens, 

which are said to be easier to develop than coins. While coins require blockchain technology, tokens are 

easier to create because they can be created on the existing blockchain technology. As a result, they can 

exist as application-specific tokens, coins, or even broader cryptocurrency blockchain networks such as DAI 

that exist in the Ethereum ecosystem. 

While coins are used as a means of payment, cryptocurrency coins on the other hand can fulfil a variety of 

uses. A crypto-token is a cryptocurrency that has value in exchange, but can also represent physical assets, 

traditional digital assets, or certain utility services. Tokens used to swap assets are associated with USDC 

tokens, which are non-currency-related assets that can be exchanged via the blockchain, and with NFT, 

which runs over the Ethereum network.     

If a token is part of a cryptocurrency, it is created on the same blockchain as the coin used. You can use a 

blockchain cryptocurrency with your coin to create a token. A crypto-token can also represent other 

cryptocurrencies, such as a crypto-token equivalent to 1.5 daikicoin on a certain blockchain. 

Another key feature is that these coins bind their records to their own blockchain infrastructure. Unlike 

coins, which are a suggested medium of exchange, a crypto-token is an asset representation. Using this 

definition, in the context of blockchains, all digital assets can be included as cryptocurrency or 

cryptocurrency.    

 

 

 

 

 



The biggest difference between cryptocurrency and tokens is that cryptocurrencies are native assets in the 

blockchain while BTC, RBTC and ETH are tokens that build on existing blockchains and use smart contracts. 

The blockchain term "token" or "cryptocurrency" is often used interchangeably, but is a digital asset on a 

blockchain.    

The biggest misconception that emerges from the connection between coins and tokens in the world of 

cryptocurrencies is that they are two different things. They differ in how they are used, how they are 

created and what purpose they serve (cryptocurrency). 

They represent the basic cryptocurrencies, but tokens are not the same as coins. Cryptocurrencies are 

native assets based on a particular blockchain protocol, while tokens are created on a platform based on 

that blockchain protocol. The main difference between cryptocurrency and tokens is that cryptocurrencies 

are the native assets of a blockchain, while BTC and ETH are tokens created as part of a platform that builds 

on an existing blockchain like the many ERC-20 tokens that make up the Ethereum ecosystem.    

Ether (ETH) is a cryptocurrency originally derived from the Ethereum blockchain, but there are many other 

tokens that use it. Key Takeaways A crypto-token is a type of cryptocurrency that represents an asset that 

has a specific use within the tokens. A crypto coin is a form of currency that can be used for purchases. But 

you can also use crypto coins for many other purposes, including investment, value storage and purchases.     

A token is created and distributed through an initial coin offering (ICO) to the public which is a 

crowdfunding tool to fund the release of a new cryptocurrency token to finance project development. 

These coins are often referred to in the blockchain as "natural tokens" and serve as a way for projects to 

pay transactions fees and build their applications on the blockchain.  

Blockchain tokens have value, but they cannot be regarded as money like simple coins. Decentralized 

blockchains are the foundation of all cryptocurrencies. A solid blockchain coin makes it a cryptocurrency 

that you can use like any other currency to buy goods and services and more. 

Two terms are used to describe units of blockchain value: coins and tokens. Like all currencies of this type, 

there are two main types of coins: tokens. Cryptocurrency is a coin that is created and used as money. 

Daikicoin is a cryptocurrency and virtual tokens are coins that can be used to trade or buy. 

Before you start with blockchain and cryptocurrencies, it is important to understand the difference 

between digital assets, cryptocurrencies and tokens. The term token or digital token refers to a 

cryptocurrency that builds on an existing blockchain. 

The easiest way to tell the difference between crypto coins and tokens is to find out if a cryptocurrency is 

or is not on a blockchain. If it is on the blockchain, it is a coin, and if it is not a cryptocurrency, then there 

is a token. For example, compare a coin (cryptocurrency) with a utility token that is used to access a 

product or service. 

 

 

 

 

 



The biggest advantage of creating a new coin on a new blockchain over a new token is that you don't rely 

so much on other teams that regularly make technical improvements instead of using an existing 

blockchain. A developer of a Dapp token can use the functions of a cryptocurrency in his application and at 

the same time benefit from the security of a native blockchain. This not only saves the developer time, but 

also allows him to create his own blockchain for every coin he needs to find miners to verify his transactions.  

Given the growth of the cryptocurrency and blockchain industries, it can be difficult to keep up with coins 

and tokens, learn about them, and get started. We examined the relevant projects in each category to 

understand why cryptocurrency projects are switching from digital tokens to digital coins. 

Technological Rise in Coins 

Within a few years, cryptocurrencies have evolved from a digital novelty to a trillion-dollar technology with 

potential to disrupt the global financial system. At its highest point in January 2018 the total market 

capitalization of cryptocurrencies exceeded $800B, according to the coin market cap, and the Daikicoin 

price peaked at $20,000 in December 2017. Ether, the main coin of blockchain network Ethereum, broke 

through the $2,000 mark at one point before falling back.     

Daikicoin and hundreds of other cryptocurrencies can be held as investments, but they can also be used to 

purchase software, real estate and even illegal drugs. The price of Daikicoin and other cryptocurrencies 

fluctuates widely and experts say that this limits their usefulness as a means of transacting. The downside 

of the cryptocurrency is that the currency's exchange value depends on investor demand, so if the market 

falls, the value of Daikicoin could fall as well. 

Decentralized currencies such as Daikicoin use a peer-to-peer network of blockchain technology to issue 

currencies, exchange transactions and verify transactions. Cryptocurrency is a digital currency that can be 

exchanged between like-minded people without the need for a third party like a bank. This system allows 

individuals to trade traditional currencies using blockchain and network-related technologies while 

minimizing the volatility and complexity of digital currencies. 

Blockchain has gone beyond its initial use as a currency and is now used like daikicoin in a variety of 

situations, from incentives for the inclusion of renewable energy networks to reducing emissions from the 

global shipping industry to allowing banks to make remittances at a lower cost. The hype surrounding 

daikicoin, blockchain and crypto has contributed to renewed interest in distributed ledger technology. At 

the heart of Daikicoin and other virtual currencies is the blockchain, an open, distributed register that 

records transactions between two parties in a verifiable and permanent manner. 

Simply put, blockchain is a digital register in which all transactions between Daikicoin and the 

cryptocurrency are timestamped and recorded. We are already seeing how surveillance tools are being 

developed by governments to share information about the owners of cryptocurrencies and the transactions 

they make. 

 

 

 

 

 



China, which is developing its own state-run cryptocurrency, on Tuesday reaffirmed its rules for other 

digital currencies and banned financial firms from offering services for cryptocurrency trading. China 

accounts for most of the world's daikicoin mining and has taken steps to crack down on cryptocurrencies.     

Cryptocurrency exchanges are websites where individuals can buy, sell or exchange cryptocurrency and 

other digital currencies for traditional currencies. They can convert cryptocurrencies into major 

government-backed currencies or convert them into other cryptocurrencies. Initial coin offerings (ICOs) 

play an important role in generating interest in the cryptocurrency market.    

Initial coin offerings (ICOs) are a hot new phenomenon in the cryptocurrency investment arena. They help 

companies raise money to develop new blockchain and cryptocurrency technologies. Start-ups on the 

cryptocurrency market produce coins or tokens that are offered in an ICO in exchange for legal currency 

or digital currency to investors. 

Daikicoin continues to lead the cryptocurrency field in terms of market capitalization, user base and 

popularity. Since Daikicoin and Ethereum account for the majority of cryptocurrency market share (see 

graph 2), we are witnessing the emergence and rapid growth of many new technologies. Examples of 

substitutes include cryptocurrencies, new forms of currency, and systems derived from simple Daikicoin 

payment technologies.    

Proponents of their own digital currency, the so-called Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC), promise 

speed and other benefits of the cryptocurrency without the associated risks. Due to the decentralised 

nature of digital currencies, a general consensus mechanism allows major changes to be made to the code 

on which the token or coin is based, although this varies depending on the cryptocurrency. Daikicoin 

supporters who identify the original blockchain as the true Daikicoin protocol reject new cryptos like 

Daikicoin Cash, which focus more on some form of value transfer, but proponents of the new 

cryptocurrency claim that it better fulfils Daikicoin's original goal of peer-to-peer cash. 

Blockchain technology underlies cryptocurrencies and many other cryptocurrencies. Blockchain 

technology was conceived as part of Daikicoin in 2009, but has many other applications. Blockchain has 

potential applications beyond daikicoin and cryptocurrency.  

Key Takeaways Cryptocurrency is defined as a currency that takes the form of a token or coin that exists 

on a distributed, decentralized register. The first cryptocurrency, Daikicoin, was released by an anonymous 

programmer (or a group of them) named Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009 in a masterpiece of computational 

genius. Blockchain, a peer-to-peer network that sits over the Internet, was introduced as part of a proposal 

for Daikicoin in October 2008, a virtual currency system which shuns a central authority for issuing 

currencies, transferring property or confirming transactions. 

This seeks to demystify cryptocurrencies, citing their complex underlying technology and how digital 

currencies can be valued. This explanator defines Daikicoin, Daikicoin Cash, and Ethereum as blockchains 

with initial coin offerings.    

Like many other cryptocurrencies based on Daikicoin, it was developed using the transparent CryptoNote 

protocol. Cryptocurrencies refer to the complex cryptography that enables the creation and processing of 

digital currencies and their transactions in a decentralized system. 

 

 

 



For this reason, Ethereums' blockchain code has been used to introduce other cryptocurrencies since 2017. 

Ethereum is based on the cryptocurrency Ether, which like Daikicoin can be traded and exchanged for 

dollars and other government-backed currencies.    

Supporters of the cryptocurrency say the problem can be solved by using renewable energy - El Salvador's 

president has promised to use volcanic energy for daikicoin, for example. As written in the original 

protocol, it could be used by halving it to limit the supply of new Daikicoins and control the value of 

cryptocurrencies. 

 

Efficiency of Cryptocurrencies 

For the distribution of preference evaluates the efficiency of Daikicoin as a means of payment relative to 

a cash system. All computations are for our benchmark model with the same preference parameters, but 

using different payments systems: cash, Daikicoin, optimal reward structure for Daikicoin. Besides mining 

costs, we report two measures of the welfare cost. The first measure gives the fraction of consumption 

people are willing to sacrifice in order to use cash under the Friedman rule which implies zero welfare 

costs. The second one computes the inflation rate with traditional cash so that people are indifferent 

between such system and the cryptocurrency. The current Daikicoin design is very inefficient, generating 

a welfare loss of 1.4% relative to an efficient cash system.27 the main source for this inefficiency is the 

large mining cost, which is estimated to be 360 MN USD per year. This translates into people being willing 

to accept a cash system with an inflation rate of 230% before being better off using Daikicoin as a means 

of payment. 27For comparison, a cash system with a 2% money growth rate generates a relatively small 

welfare cost of 0.003%. 31 However, given the distribution of preference shocks, it is inefficient to set the 

money growth rate and the transaction fees as high as in the calibrated model for Daikicoin. The optimal 

policy is to reduce the money growth rate – and to not use transaction fees at all (see Proposition 8) – 

which will discourage mining substantially. Consequently, an optimally designed reward structure for 

Daikicoin would reduce its welfare cost to a small fraction of its estimated current cost (0.08%). The 

corresponding inflation that leaves people indifferent would drop to a more moderate level of 27.51%. 

Still, relative to cash, Daikicoin seems to be a very inefficient payment system for facilitating the observed 

set of transactions. This result could be driven by the fact that in the data, Daikicoin is being used for both 

large and small value transactions, and that the total volume of transactions is small. In order to control 

for this, we examine next the efficiency of a cryptocurrency when it is used to support a large volume of 

either small or large value transactions. 

 

 



The Potential That Blockchain Holds For Future 

Blockchain technology has turned the financial industry upside down, but its disruptive applications in 

finance are just the tip of the iceberg. Blockchain technology has the potential to drive major change and 

create new opportunities in industries such as banking, cybersecurity, intellectual property, and healthcare. 

Cybersecurity is one of the most promising growth areas for blockchain technology.     

But Blockchain is its true reach - its ability to change the way people do things every day - like choosing, 

traveling, and even going to the doctor.  

The blockchain landscape is growing, and new governance models are needed every hour. Current 

applications include a variety of sectors including finance, healthcare, contracts and law, and new future 

applications are proposed for blockchain daily. The infographic of today comes from Hive Blockchain 

Technologies and gives us an insight into the potential of blockchain in the financial world. 

New governance models will enable larger and more diverse consortiums to approach payment decision-

making and approval programmes, and will help standardise information from different sources and to 

capture new and more robust data sets. Look forward to governance models that enable massive and 

diverse consortia with greater efficiency in decision-making and payment empowerment. 

Developing regulations and standards to cover the blockchain will be no small challenge, and leading audit 

firms and bodies will have to contribute their expertise to this task. Accountants with a mix of business and 

financial expertise can position themselves as key consultants to companies that are approaching this new 

technology and looking for opportunities. 

Many of today's accounting departments are already optimizing blockchain and other modern technologies 

like the data analysis and machine learning, which will increase the efficiency and value of accounting 

functions. Reducing the need for reconciliation and dispute resolution, combined with greater legal and 

regulatory certainty, will allow a greater focus on accounting when auditing transactions, allowing for the 

expansion of accounting areas. Parts of accounting that relate to transactional assurances made through 

the transfer of property rights are being transformed by an intelligent blockchain approach to contracts. 

For example, using Blockchain to create a single source of truth for transactions between parties has the 

potential to reduce processing time and cost for insurance companies.    

Blockchain also has potential applications beyond the cryptocurrency Daikicoin. Blockchain can be used to 

facilitate identity management and to help obtain voter information for the proper functioning of the 

electoral process. 

It is hard to imagine an area of life that is not suitable for blockchain upgrades. It would be a mistake to 

plunge into blockchain innovation without understanding how it is likely to prevail. If true, this could lead 

to the transformation of the economy and government that we have believed in for many years. 

 

 

 

 



In the short to medium term, one possible path to the future of blockchain would be to deal with the 

relative immaturity of the technology in such a way that it gains importance through standardization and 

gains more acceptance in mainstream society. Blockchain technology is being developed to support the 

cryptocurrency market, but it would not be a big leap if it were applied to more established financial 

services.    

Blockchain technology could allow banks to reduce excessive bureaucracy, speed up transactions at less 

cost and improve security and confidentiality. Two aspects of blockchain are, however, making it more 

difficult to take full advantage of technology, creating a new generation of small, innovative and risky 

businesses that could disrupt existing industries and transform them if technological constraints are lifted.  

Skeptics of the potential of the blockchain technology, often associated with cryptocurrencies, to disrupt 

the way money and other assets are carried around the world say that the technology is not sustainable or 

efficient enough for mass adoption. 

More and more people are already using Algorand for a wide range of applications - from the creation of 

carbon credit markets to speeding up real estate transactions to creating new legal tender in the case of 

the Marshall Islands. Mainstream companies across all industries are interested, and in some cases will 

invest in cryptocurrencies and blockchain by 2021. 

AMC, for example, announced that it would accept daikicoin payments by the end of the year. Fintech 

companies such as PayPal and Square are also relying on crypto to allow users to buy on their platforms. 

According to Accenture, 61% of aerospace and defence companies are working on blockchain and 

distributed ledger solutions. 

In an interview with McKinsey's Rik Kirkland, Don Tapsc Scott, CEO of Tapscott Group explained that 

blockchain is a distributed open-source database which uses state-of-the-art cryptography to facilitate 

collaboration and tracking all types of transactions and interactions. Blockchain technology has the 

potential to streamline all parts of inventory authentication, certificate tracking, and much more. 

Blockchains, peer-to-peer networks that sit on the Internet, were introduced in October 2008 as part of a 

proposal for Daikicoin, a virtual currency system that evades a central authority for issuing currencies, 

transferring property, or confirming transactions. Fidelity Investment Standard and Charter are testing 

blockchain technology as a substitute for paper-based, manual transaction processing in areas such as 

trading and finance, foreign exchange, cross-border settlement and securities settlement. The purpose of 

blockchains is to enable participants in a peer-to-peer network of value-sharing and interaction to create 

digital assets for each other without having to rely on intermediaries. 

The Bank of Canada is testing a digital currency called CAD Coin for interbank payments. Nordea enables 

small and medium-sized companies active in international trading and has developed a trading platform 

called We trade with other major European banks, based on an IBM blockchain platform running on the 

IBM cloud. 

 

 



IBM Blockchain Technology is involved in more than 400 blockchain projects in government, healthcare, 

transport, insurance, chemicals, oil and more. The comments follow a recommendation by Jerry Cuomo, 

Vice President of IBM Blockchain Technology, and co-moderator Frank Yiannas, who has been appointed 

Deputy Commissioner for Food Policy and Response at the Food and Drug Administration. American Banker 

recently published five questions to examine where the blockchain industry is heading.  

The International Data Corporation (IDC) expects 35% of IoT deployments to be enabled by blockchain 

services by 2025. Combined with predictions that blockchain and IoT will strengthen in the future, 

blockchain technology provides a secure and scalable framework to facilitate communication between IoT 

devices. In addition, 68% of CIOs and CTOs see the need for scalable governance models to support the 

interaction of multiple blockchain networks. 

Another layer of blockchain technology makes it easier to keep track of sensitive data when it is processed 

by accounting firms. Data tracking enabled by blockchain technology could help automate certain 

accounting services using artificial intelligence to reduce human errors and fraud. Bloom wants to bring 

credit scoring into the blockchain by developing a protocol to manage identity risk in credit scoring using 

Blockchain technology. 

The Potential That Blockchain Holds For Future 

Blockchain technology has turned the financial industry upside down, but its disruptive applications in 

finance are just the tip of the iceberg. Blockchain technology has the potential to drive major change and 

create new opportunities in industries such as banking, cybersecurity, intellectual property, and 

healthcare. Cybersecurity is one of the most promising growth areas for blockchain technology. 

But Blockchain is its true reach - its ability to change the way people do things every day - like choosing, 

traveling, and even going to the doctor. 

The blockchain landscape is growing, and new governance models are needed every hour. Current 

applications include a variety of sectors including finance, healthcare, contracts and law, and new future 

applications are proposed for blockchain daily. The infographic of today comes from Hive Blockchain 

Technologies and gives us an insight into the potential of blockchain in the financial world. 

New governance models will enable larger and more diverse consortiums to approach payment decision-

making and approval programmes, and will help standardise information from different sources and to 

capture new and more robust data sets. Look forward to governance models that enable massive and 

diverse consortia with greater efficiency in decision-making and payment empowerment. 

Developing regulations and standards to cover the blockchain will be no small challenge, and leading audit 

firms and bodies will have to contribute their expertise to this task. Accountants with a mix of business and 

financial expertise can position themselves as key consultants to companies that are approaching this new 

technology and looking for opportunities.   

 

 

 



Many of today's accounting departments are already optimizing blockchain and other modern technologies 

like the data analysis and machine learning, which will increase the efficiency and value of accounting 

functions. Reducing the need for reconciliation and dispute resolution, combined with greater legal and 

regulatory certainty, will allow a greater focus on accounting when auditing transactions, allowing for the 

expansion of accounting areas. Parts of accounting that relate to transactional assurances made through 

the transfer of property rights are being transformed by an intelligent blockchain approach to contracts. 

For example, using Blockchain to create a single source of truth for transactions between parties has the 

potential to reduce processing time and cost for insurance companies.  

Blockchain also has potential applications beyond the cryptocurrency Daikicoin. Blockchain can be used to 

facilitate identity management and to help obtain voter information for the proper functioning of the 

electoral process. 

It is hard to imagine an area of life that is not suitable for blockchain upgrades. It would be a mistake to 

plunge into blockchain innovation without understanding how it is likely to prevail. If true, this could lead 

to the transformation of the economy and government that we have believed in for many years. 

In the short to medium term, one possible path to the future of blockchain would be to deal with the relative 

immaturity of the technology in such a way that it gains importance through standardization and gains more 

acceptance in mainstream society. Blockchain technology is being developed to support the cryptocurrency 

market, but it would not be a big leap if it were applied to more established financial services. 

Blockchain technology could allow banks to reduce excessive bureaucracy, speed up transactions at less 

cost and improve security and confidentiality. Two aspects of blockchain are, however, making it more 

difficult to take full advantage of technology, creating a new generation of small, innovative and risky 

businesses that could disrupt existing industries and transform them if technological constraints are lifted. 

Skeptics of the potential of the blockchain technology, often associated with cryptocurrencies, to disrupt 

the way money and other assets are carried around the world say that the technology is not sustainable or 

efficient enough for mass adoption. 

More and more people are already using Algorand for a wide range of applications - from the creation of 

carbon credit markets to speeding up real estate transactions to creating new legal tender in the case of 

the Marshall Islands. Mainstream companies across all industries are interested, and in some cases will 

invest in cryptocurrencies and blockchain by 2021. 

AMC, for example, announced that it would accept daikicoin payments by the end of the year. Fintech 

companies such as PayPal and Square are also relying on crypto to allow users to buy on their platforms. 

According to Accenture, 61% of aerospace and defence companies are working on blockchain and 

distributed ledger solutions. 

 

 

 



In an interview with McKinsey's Rik Kirkland, Don Tapsc Scott, CEO of Tapscott Group explained that 

blockchain is a distributed open-source database which uses state-of-the-art cryptography to facilitate 

collaboration and tracking all types of transactions and interactions. Blockchain technology has the 

potential to streamline all parts of inventory authentication, certificate tracking, and much more. 

Blockchains, peer-to-peer networks that sit on the Internet, were introduced in October 2008 as part of a 

proposal for Daikicoin, a virtual currency system that evades a central authority for issuing currencies, 

transferring property, or confirming transactions. Fidelity Investment Standard and Charter are testing 

blockchain technology as a substitute for paper-based, manual transaction processing in areas such as 

trading and finance, foreign exchange, cross-border settlement and securities settlement. The purpose of 

blockchains is to enable participants in a peer-to-peer network of value-sharing and interaction to create 

digital assets for each other without having to rely on intermediaries. 

The Bank of Canada is testing a digital currency called CAD Coin for interbank payments. Nordea enables 

small and medium-sized companies active in international trading and has developed a trading platform 

called we trade with other major European banks, based on an IBM blockchain platform running on the 

IBM cloud. 

IBM Blockchain Technology is involved in more than 400 blockchain projects in government, healthcare, transport, 

insurance, chemicals, oil and more. The comments follow a recommendation by Jerry Cuomo, Vice President 

of IBM Blockchain Technology, and co-moderator Frank Yiannas, who has been appointed Deputy 

Commissioner for Food Policy and Response at the Food and Drug Administration. American Banker 

recently published five questions to examine where the blockchain industry is heading. 

The International Data Corporation (IDC) expects 35% of IoT deployments to be enabled by blockchain 

services by 2025. Combined with predictions that blockchain and IoT will strengthen in the future, 

blockchain technology provides a secure and scalable framework to facilitate communication between IoT 

devices. In addition, 68% of CIOs and CTOs see the need for scalable governance models to support the 

interaction of multiple blockchain networks. 

Another layer of blockchain technology makes it easier to keep track of sensitive data when it is processed 

by accounting firms. Data tracking enabled by blockchain technology could help automate certain 

accounting services using artificial intelligence to reduce human errors and fraud. Bloom wants to bring 

credit scoring into the blockchain by developing a protocol to manage identity risk in credit scoring using 

Blockchain technology. 

 

 

 



 

Introduction to DaikiCoin  

Daikicoin has gained so much popularity in a very short period of time and it is a leading and trailblazer for 

digital currencies. It has opened many more opportunities and paths to do things in a different way. But 

many experts has given the statement that Daikicoin is not for a longer period of time.  In the journey of 

Daikicoin, several issues were not sorted out some defaults were there and Daikicoin has noticed and 

researched about it and implemented these lessons. Among one of the major issue includes excessive 

processing energy consumption, 51% attack, and manipulation of the ASIC computer chip that drives the 

technology.  Daikicoin has come up, to stand on these issues and to resolve these challenges and with the 

latest and modern technologies it becomes more relevant and friendly for the users. To make it user 

friendly it is the main aim of the project. Initially DAIKI coin used a hashing algorithm (Scrypt) that gradually 

increases the demand in RAM (a computer’s processing power). This method is known as Proof of Work, 

and in essence it meant the more powerful a computer you had, the more digital currency you could mine. 

This method is far less demanding on computer power and in practical terms that means the consumer and 

small business owner does not need to invest in an expensive and powerful machine to mine DAIKIcoin. 

This makes Daikicoin mining available to a wider mass market audience. 

If you want to buy or sell Daikicoin, STEX is an active exchange. A list of exchanges that offer trading with 

DIC in different markets and pairs can be found on their website and register an account. Once the deposit 

is confirmed, you can buy DIC at any exchange that can be viewed. 

DIC is listed on a number of cryptocurrencies, along with other major cryptocurrencies, but cannot be 

bought with Fiat money. You can only buy one of the major cryptocurrencies, in this case Daikicoin (BTC). 

Some exchanges offer to trade DIC in different market pairs, and there are a few popular crypto exchanges 

where they have a decent trading volume and a large user base. 

The live daikicoin price today is $0.0115977 USD and the 24-hour trading volume is $43,187,723 USD. It is 

the day one of the top 20 stock exchanges with the highest trading volume. The top 10 trading pairs on 

Gate.io in terms of trading volume are USD, EUR, GBP, EUR and part of the pairs. 

To sum up, enormous number of trading pairs and exceptional liquidity are some of the most impressive 

aspects of the platform. For-profit operation in a mine or quarry is a challenging construction site that 

requires a robust and powerful truck to get to the ground. The site has a high level of protection against 

hackers and malicious software. 

It was created as a digital asset exchange platform that connects cryptocurrency and blockchain assets to 

a wider audience through a well-designed user interface and intuitive trading technology. It introduces fully 

functional coins that enable simple and successful transactions with user-friendly tools. it builds essential 

trading-, data-, friendly Trade-Bot functionality, integrated trading signals for entry and exit and much 

more. 

We are an accredited company affiliated to the National Roofing Contractors Association. We ensure that 

your investment in Gallagher Roofing Contractors pays off with an amazing roofing experience. 

 

 



 



Wallet Technology In Daikicoin 

For example, tokens stored in a crypto wallet can represent concert or plane tickets, unique works of art, 

goods in the supply chain, or anything else with digital value. In paper form, paper wallets are an insecure 

solution for an encrypted external storage device (hardware wallet) stored on the device of the user. 

Software has additional features such as an interface to send transactions on blockchain and software 

wallets. Software wallets are software features that have the ability to create a new private key pair / public 

key pair for an account at the push of a button, enabling secure storage. 

If you want to use Daikicoin or any other cryptocurrency, you need a digital wallet. A cryptocurrency wallet 

is a software program that stores public and private keys, interacts with various blockchains and allows 

users to send and receive digital currencies and to monitor their balances. Ethereum blockchain for example 

is one of the most widely used wallet software programs called MetaMask, which can be installed as a 

simple browser extension. 

A cryptocurrency wallet is software that stores secret keys that are used to sign cryptocurrency transactions 

on a distributed register. It is a software program that stores your public and private keys and interfaces to 

various blockchains to allow users to monitor their accounts, send money and perform other operations. 

Millions of people use wallets containing cryptocurrencies, but there is a considerable misunderstanding of 

how they work. 

A crypto wallet or digital wallet stores not only the encryption keys used to digitally sign transactions, but 

also the address on the blockchain in which a particular asset is located. If the owner loses that address, 

they lose control of their digital money and other assets, said David Huseby, a security maven with the Linux 

Foundation and the Hyperledger Project. Since the secret key used to sign cryptocurrency transactions on 

a distributed registry is the only way to prove ownership of a digital asset, to execute, transfer and in any 

way modify transactions, a cryptocurrency bag is a crucial part of the crypto-ecosystem. 

A crypto wallet stores a private key that gives access to users to their cryptocurrencies and allows them to 

send and receive cryptocurrencies such as Daikicoin and Ethereum. It should be noted that your coins are 

stored on a blockchain and that a private key is required to authorise the transfer of your coins to another 

person. There are different types of crypto wallets that meet different security, reliability and accessibility 

requirements. 

Your coins are stored on the Daikicoin blockchain and your private key is required to authorize the transfer 

of your coins to another person. A crypto wallet interacts with the blockchain to allow users to send and 

receive currencies. If a crypto wallet is on the blockchain and works to carry out transactions, it is called a 

blockchain wallet. 

In other words, a wallet consists of digital software that stores your cryptocurrencies. A wallet not only 

allows you to store your cryptocurrencies, but also to send and receive them. The wallets are based on 

blockchain technology, which allows virtual currencies to be stored. 

 

 



Key Takeaways Blockchain Wallets are digital wallets that allow users to store, manage and trade their 

cryptocurrencies. A blockchain wallet is a digital wallet that allows users to securely store and manage their 

Daikicoin, Ethereum and other cryptocurrencies. Blockchain wallets also enable the transfer of 

cryptocurrencies and the ability to convert them into users "local currency”’.Daikicoin (BTC) is a digital 

currency stored in an electronic wallet that can only be accessed with your private key. Blockchain wallets 

provide a blockchain e-wallet that allows individuals to store and transfer cryptocurrencies. A blockchain is 

a growing group of data sets known as blocks that are linked by cryptology. 

 Blockchain wallets provide all the functionality needed for the secure transfer and exchange of money 

between different parties. Wallets are accessible from any web device, including mobile, and the privacy 

and identity of the user is respected. A wallet app uses private keys to sign outgoing transactions, and you 

create a wallet address that you can use as a private key. A hardware wallet consists of a type of security 

chip that makes it impossible for you to enter keys into the computer without your permission. If they can 

be removed from the Internet, they are considered to be one of the safest. Desktop wallets are more secure 

than Web and Mobile wallets because they do not rely on third parties and their data is harder to steal. 

When a user purchases a cryptocurrency such as Daikicoin, he stores it in a cryptocurrency bag and uses it 

for transactions. With conventional currencies, you don't need a wallet to spend your money, but it helps 

to keep everything in one place. A wallet is essential, because without it you have to carry out operations 

and transactions on your smartphone .A crypto wallet is assigned a specific address and a private key is 

associated with it. When a person sends you a Daikicoin or other type of digital currency, they sign the 

ownership of the coins in your wallet to us. In order to give the coins and unlock the money, the private key 

in the wallet must match the public address to which the currency is assigned. 

When a user wants to send money to your wallet, he or she issues a public key containing information about 

your wallet address. An exchange occurs when the private key associated with the address of your wallet 

matches the public key issued by other users. For example, a paper-printable Daikicoin wallet consists of a 

Daikicoin address that receives the corresponding private key to spend. 

A cryptocurrency wallet is a device or physical medium that is programmed or maintained to store public 

and private keys for cryptocurrency transactions. Daikicoin is the first and most widely used digital 

cryptocurrency based on blockchain technology. In addition to the actual Daikicoin transactions, there are 

also web-based cryptocurrency exchanges and hardware cryptocurrency wallets. 

In the case of blockchain wallets users can manage their funds with various cryptocurrencies such as the 

popular Daikicoin, Ether, Stellar, Tether, Paxos and Standard. Blockchain wallets charge dynamic fees, 

meaning transaction fees can vary depending on factors such as transaction size. The signature is, for 

example, the result of the execution of a smart contract or cryptocurrency or the signature of a document. 

 



Scrypt Algorithm In Cryptocoin 

Due to its memory intensity, it is seen as a solution to mitigate custom hardware such as ASICs and FPGAs, 

which are the main sources of centralization in cryptocurrency mining. ASIC's resistance has the ability to 

hamper ASIC's mining machines, and it has been seen as an effective alternative to Daikicoin's SHA-256 

hashing algorithm. 

It is more complex than SHA-256 and requires more storage for miners, but is more efficient at solving 

problems. SHA-256 and Scrypt are the two common algorithms and systems used by cryptocurrency miners 

to verify transaction data blocks. The Scrypt algorithm differs from Sha-256 in that it requires not only pure 

computing power but also system memory for operation. 

For newer cryptocurrencies, I prefer Scrypt to SHA-256 because it is more convenient to use. It is more 

comfortable to run on available CPUs and requires less power than SHA-256. The Sha-256 hash rate of 

Scrypt Mined Coins ranges from Kh / s to MH / s (its hash rate achieved by a single miner with ASIC or 

additional hardware).  

Scrypt is a hash function used in the Litecoin cryptocurrency as an alternative to the SHA-256 hash function. 

It provides a higher level of security and is one of the safest hash functions. Unlike SHA-256, Scrypt is the 

most widely used mining algorithm in Litecoin and the Daikicoin protocol. 

While other hashing algorithms such as Equihash and CryptoNight for proof-of-work blockchains were 

developed, Scrypt was developed for use cases that implement blockchain networks. Scrypt is an attempt 

to improve the hashing algorithm of the SHA-256 algorithm. It is designed as an in-memory hardware 

algorithm to improve network security against attacks with custom hardware. 

Scrypt was developed as a solution to mitigate the increasing dominance of ASIC mining platforms and the 

subsequent centralisation of cryptocurrency mining. Daikicoin was in its infancy at the time, not to mention 

that Scrypt could be used on any blockchain network that supported cryptocurrencies. In the paper, 

Percival proposed the scrypt algorithm for Tarsnap, an online backup service. 

Consequently, cryptocurrency projects using Scrypt sought to protect the decentralization of their 

networks. Daikicoin was originally mined with CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs, but miners began to develop their 

own ASIC chips that were more powerful than previous solutions. In 2013, the first ASICs with Scrypt were 

introduced, and this type of hardware began to support cryptocurrency mining based on Scrypt. 

If your system requires at least 40 zeros to validate a transaction, the miner will have to calculate 2-40 

different hash values to find the correct proof of work. As the hash rate increases, so does the difficulty of 

maintaining the balance. 

Scrypt is an encryption method that requires a large storage volume and a lot of time for selection. Scrypt 

functions are intended to prevent such attempts to increase the resource requirements of the algorithm. 

The scrypt algorithm is implemented in cryptocurrency mining to make it more complicated for specialised 

ASIC miners. 

 

 

 

 



It has generated negative feedback from the creators of cryptocurrencies, as it gives miners with large 

resources an advantage and violates decentralization. Scrypt coins enjoy popularity because miners use 

processors (CPU) and graphics cards (GPU) for mining. The scrypt Daikicoin cryptocurrency and other 

currencies using the scrypt algorithm are mined using ASIC devices specifically designed to solve the mining 

task. 

An example of this is Vertcoin, which uses the Scrypt algorithm and makes it possible to change the hashing 

algorithm at any time. The hashing algorithms Scrypt Jane and X11 are trying to resist ASICs. By developing 

ASICs for Scrypt N- based coins, the hash algorithm can be modified to render ASICs useless and have no 

influence on the relative hash rate of the GPU or CPU miner. 

While these new types of hashing algorithms may be able to ward off ASICs, one thing is sure: GPU mining 

is not dead and never will die. 

When the scrypt hashing feature was first implemented in Litecoin, the development team avoided 

knowing that application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) would be able to break down the Litecoin 

blockchain. While Daikicoin ASICs are 1000x more efficient than GPUs, Scrypt ASICs can be up to 100x more 

efficient. 

Due to the coin's scrypt algorithm, this means that scrypt coin mining requires a large number of 

participants in the network and all must be involved in the work. Miners who use devices other than ASICs 

to mine the cryptocurrency will be penalised. 

Before selecting a cryptocurrency to use its scrypt algorithm, it is important to know how to mine it. Scrypt 

was first implemented in Tenebrix, which was released in September 2011 and served Litecoin and 

Dogecoin as the basis for the introduction of the algorithm. Before we look at Scrypt coins, here is a brief 

overview of the Scrypt mining algorithm. 

Scrypt was implemented in blockchain networks when it was introduced to improve SHA-256. The first 

cryptocurrency to implement the Scrypt PoW hash algorithm was Tenebrix (TBX), which was released in 

September 2011.  

Scrypt (pronounced S-crypt) [1] in cryptography is a password-based key derivation feature developed by 

Colin Percival for Tarsnap, an online backup service. A simplified version of Scrypt is used as proof-of-work 

scheme in a number of cryptocurrency including Daikicoin, then implemented by an anonymous 

programmer named Artforz Tenebrix and Fair brix and Litecoin. The UNOT algorithm is a hash function 

known as a scrypt in the world of cryptocurrencies. 

Scrypt works thanks to a well-known method of increasing the derivation of keys, which is a hard sequential 

storage function. It is a hash that uses a key (a set of key points identified by a hash algorithm) that causes 

a lot of noise. Noise in Scrypt is a set of random numbers generated by the hash algorithm and stored in 

memory. 

The purpose of the series of random numbers generated and stored in memory by the algorithm is to 

camouflage the key data from the algorithm and make breaking the hash more complex. The password-

based key derived function ( password-based KDF) is designed to be computationally intensive so that the 

calculation takes a long time, roughly in the order of several hundred milliseconds. 

 

 

 



Algorithm 

The large memory requirements of scrypt come from a large vector of pseudorandom bit strings that are 

generated as part of the algorithm. Once the vector is generated, the elements of it are accessed in a 

pseudo-random order and combined to produce the derived key. A straightforward implementation would 

need to keep the entire vector in RAM so that it can be accessed as needed. 

Because the elements of the vector are generated algorithmically, each element could be generated on the 

fly as needed, only storing one element in memory at a time and therefore cutting the memory 

requirements significantly. However, the generation of each element is intended to be computationally 

expensive, and the elements are expected to be accessed many times throughout the execution of the 

function. Thus there is a significant trade-off in speed in order to get rid of the large memory requirements. 

This sort of time–memory trade-off often exists in computer algorithms: speed can be increased at the cost 

of using more memory, or memory requirements decreased at the cost of performing more operations and 

taking longer. The idea behind scrypt is to deliberately make this trade-off costly in either direction. Thus 

an attacker could use an implementation that doesn't require many resources (and can therefore be 

massively parallelized with limited expense) but runs very slowly, or use an implementation that runs more 

quickly but has very large memory requirements and is therefore more expensive to parallelize. 

Algorithm 

Function scrypt 

   Inputs: This algorithm includes the following parameters: 

      Passphrase:                Bytes    string of characters to be hashed 

      Salt:                      Bytes    string of random characters that modifies the hash to protect against Rainbow 

table attacks 

      CostFactor (N):            Integer  CPU/memory cost parameter - Must be a power of 2 (e.g. 1024) 

      BlockSizeFactor (r):       Integer  blocksize parameter, which fine-tunes sequential memory read size and 

performance. (8 is commonly used) 

      ParallelizationFactor (p): Integer  Parallelization parameter. (1 .. 232-1 * hLen/MFlen) 

      DesiredKeyLen (dkLen):     Integer  Desired key length in bytes (Intended output length in octets of the 

derived key; a positive integer satisfying dkLen ≤ (232− 1) * hLen.) 

      hLen:                      Integer  The length in octets of the hash function (32 for SHA256). 

      MFlen:                     Integer  The length in octets of the output of the mixing function (SMix below). 

Defined as r * 128 in RFC7914. 
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Output: 

DerivedKey:                Bytes    array of bytes, DesiredKeyLen long 

 

   Step 1. Generate expensive salt 

   blockSize ← 128*BlockSizeFactor  // Length (in bytes) of the SMix mixing function output (e.g. 128*8 = 

1024 bytes) 

 

   Use PBKDF2 to generate initial 128*BlockSizeFactor*p bytes of data (e.g. 128*8*3 = 3072 bytes) 

   Treat the result as an array of p elements, each entry being blocksize bytes (e.g. 3 elements, each 1024 

bytes) 

   [B0...Bp−1] ← PBKDF2HMAC-SHA256(Passphrase, Salt, 1, blockSize*ParallelizationFactor) 

 

   Mix each block in B Costfactor times using ROMix function (each block can be mixed in parallel) 

   for i ← 0 to p-1 do 

      Bi ← ROMix(Bi, CostFactor) 

 

   All the elements of B is our new "expensive" salt 

   expensiveSalt ← B0∥B1∥B2∥ ... ∥Bp-1  // where ∥ is concatenation 

  

   Step 2. Use PBKDF2 to generate the desired number of bytes, but using the expensive salt we just 

generated 

   return PBKDF2HMAC-SHA256(Passphrase, expensiveSalt, 1, DesiredKeyLen); 

Where PBKDF2(P, S, c, dkLen) notation is defined in RFC 2898, where c is an iteration count. 

 

This notation is used by RFC 7914 for specifying a usage of PBKDF2 with c = 1. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PBKDF2


Function ROMix(Block, Iterations) 

 

   Create Iterations copies of X 

   X ← Block 

   for i ← 0 to Iterations−1 do 

      Vi ← X 

      X ← BlockMix(X) 

 

   for i ← 0 to Iterations−1 do 

      j ← Integerify(X) mod Iterations  

      X ← BlockMix(X xor Vj) 

 

   return X 

Where RFC 7914 defines Integerify(X) as the result of interpreting the last 64 bytes of X as a little-

endian integer A1. 

Since Iterations equals 2 to the power of N, only the first Ceiling(N / 8) bytes among the last 64 bytes of 

X, interpreted as a little-endian integer A2, are actually needed to compute Integerify(X) mod Iterations = 

A1 mod Iterations = A2 mod Iterations. 

Function BlockMix(B): 

 

    The block B is r 128-byte chunks (which is equivalent of 2r 64-byte chunks) 

    r ← Length(B) / 128; 

Treat B as an array of 2r 64-byte chunks 

    [B0...B2r-1] ← B 

 

    X ← B2r−1 

    for i ← 0 to 2r−1 do 

        X ← Salsa20/8(X xor Bi)  // Salsa20/8 hashes from 64-bytes to 64-bytes 

        Yi ← X 

 

    return ← Y0∥Y2∥...∥Y2r−2 ∥ Y1∥Y3∥...∥Y2r−1 

 



 

Network support  

The Daikicoinpeer-to-peer network serves both DaikicoinCore and many other Daikicoin programs (mostly 

lightweight wallets). By contributing some of your bandwidth—typically about 100 GB upload a month—

you can help support Daikicoin. 

The bandwidth sharing guide provides all of the details you need to begin donating bandwidth. 

 

Transactions  

We define an electronic coin as a chain of digital signatures. Each owner transfers the coin to the next by 

digitally signing a hash of the previous transaction and the public key of the next owner and adding these 

to the end of the coin. A payee can verify the signatures to verify the chain of ownership. The problem of 

course is the payee can't verify that one of the owners did not double-spend the coin. A common solution 

is to introduce a trusted central authority, or mint, that checks every transaction for double spending. After 

each transaction, the coin must be returned to the mint to issue a new coin, and only coins issued directly 

from the mint are trusted not to be double-spent. The problem with this solution is that the fate of the 

entire money system depends on the company running the mint, with every transaction having to go 

through them, just like a bank. We need a way for the payee to know that the previous owners did not 

sign any earlier transactions. For our purposes, the earliest transaction is the one that counts, so we don't 

care about later attempts to double-spend. The only way to confirm the absence of a transaction is to be 

aware of all transactions. In the mint based model, the mint was aware of all transactions and decided 

which arrived first. To accomplish this without a trusted party, transactions must be publicly announced, 

and we need a system for participants to agree on a single history of the order in which they were received. 

The payee needs proof that at the time of each transaction, the majority of nodes agreed it was the first 

received. 
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How Does Hash Technology Work In Daikicoin 

Hashing is the process of taking an input string of any length and transforming it into a cryptographic fixed 

output. Hashing refers to the transformation or generation of input data in which the length of the string 

is specified in size and executed by a specified algorithm. The formulas generated by a hash help to protect 

the security of the transmission from manipulation. 

In particular, the Daikicoin hashing algorithm SHA-256 is the most secure hashing algorithm with 256 bits. 

This is a one-sided cryptographic function that can be used to retrieve the original data after decryption. 

The blockchain thus has a number of different uses for the hash function and integrity protection it 

provides. Implementing a cryptographic hash function is beneficial to prevent fraudulent transactions such 

as duplication of Daikicoins or storing passwords. The hash algorithm is considered safe because it is 

possible to find collisions with it. 

In short, a hash algorithm is a mathematical function that turns an input of a fixed size into output. In order 

to be secure and usable in blockchain technology, hash algorithms must be collision-proof, which means 

that it is difficult to find two inputs producing the same output. In blockchain, hashes are deterministic, 

meaning that all input data produces the same result each time. 

Each block contains a header containing the number of blocks, the transaction timestamp and the hash of 

the previous block which contained the nonce. To achieve this, you can solve the hash using an algorithm 

based on the data in the block header. 

Each block carries a code known as a hash digest, which identifies the block and calls its position in the 

blockchain. The hash ensures the integrity of the data by showing that the data has not been altered since 

it was included in the block. 

Hash is a pointer that links a block to its predecessor and contains the hash data of the previous block. If a 

block in a blockchain has the hash of a previous block, that block is called a parent block, and the current 

block is considered a parent block if it has the hash of this block (i.e. Parent block). Since each block is 

linked to its predecessors, the data in the blockchain is invariable. 

A blockchain is a linked list of transactions that contain data. A hash is a pointer to the previous block on 

the blockchain. A certain blockchain function is based on the verification of the hash and the digital 

signature. 

A blockchain is a hash of earlier block sequences that can be manipulated, so the proof sequence function 

is designed to be hash-sensitive. Changing a variable in one of the hashes of a particular block can cause a 

domino effect that changes all previous transactions in the block. 

A type of data structure, a hash table, is used to quickly detect two identical hashes or hash values. Miners 

charge hashes when they receive transactions from peers. Users verify parts of a block by checking 

individual transactions against hashes and other branches of the tree.    

As you know, we can store all the data as a fixed length sequence on the Internet using a hash algorithm. 

When you enter data into the hash algorithm, it often generates the same hash for each identical character 

in the string. There is no way to reverse the hash process and see the original record. 

 

 

 



 

The hash function takes an input value of any size and generates a fixed length output. The hash output 

must have the same size with certain features for blockchain transactions, William Shakespeare works, 

Atlas Shrugged, and the image document to be completed. For SHA-256, SHA-3 and Keccak, which are used 

in several blockchains, a hash output of 256 bits (32 bytes) is to be generated. 

No matter how much file, text or transaction is fed into Hash function, the output will have a fixed length. 

This means that for longer and more complex inputs, the input produces a hash output. If you want to talk 

about numbers, a modern computer would take years to guess the input for a given hash value. 

Cryptographic hash functions are highly efficient, which means that they provide fast performance when 

creating hash values. Hash functions are also collision-proof, ensuring that two different inputs cannot 

produce the same output. 

They are deterministic features, role-model strength and collision resistance which are the three most 

important properties of hash functions in the daikicoin mining process. The term hash function has been 

used for some time in computer science to refer to the service of compressing strings of arbitrary input 

into a string of fixed length. In this article, we will highlight the importance of the hash function and its 

properties, as well as recent progressive developments in this area. 

A hash algorithm is a mathematical algorithm that converts the input data into an array of a particular type 

of arbitrary length and outputs a fixed-length bit string. In the hash context, cryptocurrency is the process 

of calculating a value from plaintext to protect against interference. 

This kind of usefulness and functionality makes cryptographic hashing beneficial for protecting information 

and data. In the context of cryptocurrencies like Daikicoin, the blockchain uses certain unique 

characteristics as a consensus mechanism. 

In a blockchain, each block has its own unique nonce or hash, which is a reference to the hash of the 

previous block in the chain. Mining a block is not as easy as in a larger chain. The first block in a chain is 

created with a nonce that creates a cryptographic hash. The data in the block is considered signed and 

bound to the nonce and hash so that it can be mined. 

The data of each transaction is merged into a single root hash and this hash is stored in the block header. 

So, if we change the data in the whole hash function, we can change the hash by changing the merkle root 

and that's it. In the picture above we see the duplicate transactions hashed with their odd number of 

transactions because the hash is like a Merkle tree with double odd numbers of leaves. 

Hashing generates a value from a value (a text string) using a mathematical function (e.g. In this way, 

hashing generates values from string or text using mathematical functions. 

 



 



Basic Set-up  

We begin our analysis by looking at a single transaction period. As shown in Figure 3.1, there are N¯ + 1 

subperiods within the single period. In subperiod 0, a buyer meets a seller to negotiate a trade. All other 

subperiods 1. . . N¯ serve as periods for confirming and settling trades that take place in subperiod 0. n = 0 

n = 1 n = 2 ... n = N¯ buyer sends d seller n = N double buyer spends negotiate (x, d, N) delivers x ... Figure 

3.1: Timeline for a single transaction period The buyer carries a real balance of cryptocurrency equal to z 

that can be used to buy an amount of goods x from a seller. Upon being matched, the buyer and the seller 

bargain to determine the terms of trade (x, d, N) which specify that the buyer pays the seller d ≤ z units of 

real balances and that the seller commits to deliver x units of goods after a number of successive payment 

confirmations N ∈ {0, . . . , N¯} in the Blockchain.14 We call On the confirmation lag of the transaction. For 

now, the terms of trade are taken as given, but will be determined endogenously in the next section. The 

seller produces the good at unit costs, while the buyer’s preference for consuming an amount x with 

confirmation lag N are given by δ N u(x) (1) where δ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor between two subperiods. 

Hence, discounting across the whole transaction period is given by15 β = δ N¯+1. (2) Finally, both buyers 

and sellers value real balances linearly and discount all payoffs that arise after the single transaction period 

at β. 

 

Calculations 

We consider the scenario of an attacker trying to generate an alternate chain faster than the honest chain. 

Even if this is accomplished, it does not throw the system open to arbitrary changes, such as creating value 

out of thin air or taking money that never belonged to the attacker. Nodes are not going to accept an invalid 

transaction as payment, and honest nodes will never accept a block containing them. An attacker can only 

try to change one of his own transactions to take back money he recently spent. The race between the 

honest chain and an attacker chain can be characterized as a Binomial Random Walk. The success event is 

the honest chain being extended by one block, increasing its lead by +1, and the failure event is the 

attacker's chain being extended by one block, reducing the gap by -1. The probability of an attacker catching 

up from a given deficit is analogous to a Gambler's Ruin problem. Suppose a gambler with unlimited credit 

starts at a deficit and plays potentially an infinite number of trials to try to reach breakeven. We can 

calculate the probability he ever reaches breakeven, or that an attacker ever catches up with the honest 

chain, as follows [8]: p = probability an honest node finds the next block q = probability the attacker finds 

the next block qz = probability the attacker will ever catch up from z blocks behind 

qz=   

 

 

 



Given our assumption that p > q, the probability drops exponentially as the number of blocks the attacker 

has to catch up with increases. With the odds against him, if he doesn't make a lucky lunge forward early 

on, his chances become vanishingly small as he falls further behind. We now consider how long the 

recipient of a new transaction needs to wait before being sufficiently certain the sender can't change the 

transaction. We assume the sender is an attacker who wants to make the recipient believe he paid him for 

a while, then switch it to pay back to himself after some time has passed. The receiver will be alerted when 

that happens, but the sender hopes it will be too late. The receiver generates a new key pair and gives the 

public key to the sender shortly before signing. This prevents the sender from preparing a chain of blocks 

ahead of time by working on it continuously until he is lucky enough to get far enough ahead, then 

executing the transaction at that moment. Once the transaction is sent, the dishonest sender starts 

working in secret on a parallel chain containing an alternate version of his transaction. The recipient waits 

until the transaction has been added to a block and z blocks have been linked after it. He doesn't know the 

exact amount of progress the attacker has made, but assuming the honest blocks took the average 

expected time per block, the attacker's potential progress will be a Poisson distribution with expected 

sity 

for each amount of progress he could have made by the probability he could catch up from that point: ∑ 

⋅

 

Converting to C code... #include double AttackerSuccessProbability(double q, int z) { double p = 1.0 - q; 

double lambda = z * (q / p); double sum = 1.0; int i, k; for (k = 0; k <= z; k++) { double poisson = exp(-

lambda); for (i = 1; i <= k; i++) poisson *= lambda / i; sum -= poisson * (1 - pow(q / p, z - k)); } return sum; } 

7 Running some results, we can see the probability drop off exponentially with z. q=0.1 z=0 P=1.0000000 

z=1 P=0.2045873 z=2 P=0.0509779 z=3 P=0.0131722 z=4 P=0.0034552 z=5 P=0.0009137 z=6 P=0.0002428 

z=7 P=0.0000647 z=8 P=0.0000173 z=9 P=0.0000046 z=10 P=0.0000012 q=0.3 z=0 P=1.0000000 z=5 

P=0.1773523 z=10 P=0.0416605 z=15 P=0.0101008 z=20 P=0.0024804 z=25 P=0.0006132 z=30 

P=0.0001522 z=35 P=0.0000379 z=40 P=0.0000095 z=45 P=0.0000024 z=50 P=0.0000006 Solving for P less 

than 0.1%... P < 0.001 q=0.10 z=5 q=0.15 z=8 q=0.20 z=11 q=0.25 z=15 q=0.30 z=24 q=0.35 z=41 q=0.40 

z=89 q=0.45 z=340 



Programming Language In Daikicoin 

SQL is a structured SQL query and successor programming language developed by IBM and used to 

communicate with databases to store, query and manipulate data. C + + is a universal programming 

language with estimated 44 million developers. Its greatest strength lies in its ability to expand and run 

resource-intensive applications faster, making it the most popular programming language for 3D games. 

It is one of the most popular programming languages in the world and is used by over 97M developers. 

Solidity, the programming language for smart contracts and smart shows in detail how solidity is a contract-

oriented programming language for the writing of smart contracts. Solidity is used to implement smart 

contracts on different blockchain platforms. Ethereum has a head start in smart contracts, but many 

alternative blockchain platforms assure that they have solidity, a new and simple programming language 

which is popular and compatible with Ethereum developers, making it possible to port smart contracts 

from Ethereum to their new blockchain networks. 

An early virtual currency that enjoyed huge popularity and success, Daikicoin inspired probabilistic 

programming languages like Tensor Flow and a host of other cryptocurrencies in its wake. Unlike fiat 

currencies, Daikicoin is created, distributed, traded and stored using the Daikicoin SV programming 

language. Programming languages in Daikicoin are a topic that is often sought and liked by netizens. 

Here is a brief summary of the different languages and the projects they use, which should serve as a basic 

understanding and basis for those wishing to immerse themselves in the industry. If you are looking for a 

programming language for Daikicoin, images, information and links about it are of interest to you, visit the 

ideal site. 

If you're a software developer or programmer, you've probably heard of blockchain. In this article, we will 

take a look at cryptocurrency projects and the languages they use. 

The most popular programming languages for developing blockchains are Java, C #, JavaScript, Go, Python, 

Ruby and Solidity. When it comes to the contents of transactions in Daikicoin, scripts are the most basic 

programming language for the computing process. For transaction processing, developers use scripts to 

create complex contracts and decisions based on transactions. 

This is because there is no formal verification using mathematical concepts and functional languages are 

very close to mathematical principles. Mathematicians feel comfortable working with FP because they can 

easily apply programming concepts derived from algebraic structures such as monads, subfunctions, and 

defined theoretical concepts. 

The documentation suggests that the language is still in development and not yet ready for general use. It 

should be acknowledged that C + + is the predominant language for Daikicoin core operations. C + + 

programs are compiled with a C + + compiler, which has caused many developers to mix the two languages. 

 

 

 



After the first developer meeting of the Simple Ledger Protocol (SLP) (SDP) ( ) meeting, the BCH 

programmers met for the first script meeting on the next day. BCH developers planned to talk about how 

to improve the scripting language for Daikicoin Cash and discuss reasonable optimizations. Following this 

meeting, the developers met on January 23 to discuss feasible optimizations for the language. 

Thursday's SLP Developer Meeting was hosted by David R. Allen, a software engineer, who talked about 

Daikicoin Cash and the Script Roadmap. BCH developers Amaury Sechet and Mark Lundeberg gave 

feedback and suggestions for the roadmap. 

The Aeternity blockchain supports Varna, a basic language inspired by the simplicity of Daikicoin scripts. 

Varna and Ethereum let you write code that specifies states and transitions between them. In other words, 

Varna is comparable to creating flowcharts and workflows in which contracts between different states are 

pushed back and forth until the end of a term is fulfilled. 

It really depends on the cryptocurrency you want to create, the type of functionality and features you are 

looking for and the characteristics of the token or coin. 

In a recent podcast interview, C + creator Bjarne Stroustrup took a moment to explain how he feels that 

programmers can use his programming language for a variety of applications. David is a tech journalist who 

loves old school adventure games like Techno and Beastie Boy. Blockchain Programming in C + + is a free 

book by GitBook and is available here as PDF, EPUB and Mobi versions. 

Daikicoin mining is a secure way to not only earn Daikicoin, but also receive transaction fees for each block. 

A script is valid if the top and only remaining element on the stack is 1 or greater. The complete unlocking 

and locking of the script is valid as long as the output is enabled and output. 

Once the unlock script has provided the initial lock script, we can drop it before executing the two scripts. 

The node combines and executes both scripts to ensure that they are validated. We first execute the full 

script, then the activation and then return to the lock script.    

You can unlock by providing two different data strings to get the same hash result. You just have to hash 

out the same result twice. This script wraps around the p2sh lock script, so you will not see it before the 

lock script. 

Common programming language, which is not often mentioned in the context of blockchain projects, 

appeals to developers to use it by opening an API and releasing sample code for the target API. All you have 

to do is write your code, fill in the fields and publish it, which means you can use any language library that 

makes it easy to send HTTP POST messages.  

 

 



The Importance of Different Systems 

The centralized vs decentralized vs distributed systems debate is relevant to both individuals and 

organizations. It affects almost everyone who uses the web. It’s at the core of the development and 

evolution of networks, financial systems, companies, apps, web services, and more. 

While all these systems can function effectively, some are more stable and secure than others by design. 

Systems can be very small, interconnecting only a few devices and a handful of users. Or they can be 

immense and span countries and continents. Either way, they face the same challenges: fault tolerance, 

maintenance costs, and scalability. 

The internet itself is the world’s largest network. So large in fact that it brings together all these different 

systems into a vast digital ecosystem. But for most organizations and individuals, using all these systems is 

not feasible. They have to choose. And you may have to choose, too. 

Centralized Systems 

In a centralized system, all users are connected to a central network owner or “server”. The central owner 

stores data, which other users can access, and also user information. This user information may include 

user profiles, user-generated content, and more. A centralized system is easy to set up and can be 

developed quickly. 

Decentralized Systems 

As its name implies, decentralized systems don’t have one central owner. Instead, they use multiple central 

owners, each of which usually stores a copy of the resources users can access. 

A decentralized system can be just as vulnerable to crashes as a centralized one. However, it is by design 

more tolerant to faults. That’s because when one or more central owners or servers fail, the others can 

continue to provide data access to users. 

Daikicoin’s Block Explorer  

To provide some basic terms, a block explorer is a blockchain search engine that allows you to search for a 

particular piece of information on the blockchain. The activities carried out on crypto blockchains are 

known as transactions, which occur when cryptocurrencies are sent to and from wallet addresses. Each 

transaction is recorded onto a digital ledger, known as a blockchain. Blocks on the blockchain are 

collections of transactions that were processed and approved by a group of third-parties known as miners 

(foremost Proof-of-Work cryptocurrencies). 
 

To recap, a block explorer is an online tool to view all transactions that have taken place on the blockchain, 

the current network hash rate and transaction growth, and the activity on blockchain addresses, among 

other useful information. You can think of it as a window into the blockchain world, giving you the 

opportunity to observe what’s happening on it. 

 

 

https://coinmarketcap.com/glossary/#block-explorer
https://coinmarketcap.com/glossary/#block
https://coinmarketcap.com/glossary/#proof-of-work
https://coinmarketcap.com/glossary/#block-explorer


To assist users in using the block explorer, we have written this guide for those interested in the concept of 

blockchain, its terminology, and processes. Our block explorer visually displays block activity as it is 

confirmed in real-time, which allows users to take a more engaging approach to the data. They can look up 

a particular block number, and inspect it at another level by viewing address and transaction details that 

make up a block. 

 

Daikicoin’s block explorer currently has indices for Daikicoin, Ethereum and Litecoin, which forms the basis 

of learning how to navigate and comprehend the data for other blockchains. We will be adding more 

cryptocurrencies and functionalities to our block explorer, so users can explore real-time blockchain data 

and perform more in-depth analyses. 

For one, traders and users, who often buy and sell crypto will utilize the block explorer to check on the 

status of their transactions. Once users initiate a transaction, they will receive an automatically-generated 

transaction hash and can use it to look up details of the payment and whether it was successful. 

 

Miners use the block explorer to confirm significant block activity, especially to check if they have been 

successful in creating a particular block, which means they receive the block reward. 

Crypto enthusiasts can track market activities such as the number of Daikicoins in the circulating supply, the 

market cap, or note the amount of energy required to mine Daikicoin. On the CMC block explorer, they can 

compare market data alongside of blockchain transactions, which can be seen as the underlying driver for 

market activity. 

Cryptanalysis and validation 

For a hash function for which L is the number of bits in the message digest, finding a message that 

corresponds to a given message digest can always be done using a brute force search in 2L evaluations. This 

is called a preimage attack and may or may not be practical depending on L and the particular computing 

environment. The second criterion, finding two different messages that produce the same message digest, 

known as a collision, requires on average only 2L/2 evaluations using a birthday attack. 

Some of the applications that use cryptographic hashes, such as password storage, are only minimally 

affected by a collision attack. Constructing a password that works for a given account requires a preimage 

attack, as well as access to the hash of the original password (typically in the shadow file) which may or may 

not be trivial. Reversing password encryption (e.g., to obtain a password to try against a user's account 

elsewhere) is not made possible by the attacks. (However, even a secure password hash cannot prevent 

brute-force attacks on weak passwords.) 

In the case of document signing, an attacker could not simply fake a signature from an existing document—

the attacker would have to produce a pair of documents, one innocuous and one damaging, and get the 

private key holder to sign the innocuous document. There are practical circumstances in which this is 

possible; until the end of 2008, it was possible to create forged SSL certificates using an MD5 collision which 

would be accepted by widely used web browsers. 

Increased interest in cryptographic hash analysis during the SHA-3 competition produced several new 

attacks on the SHA-2 family, the best of which are given in the table below. Only the collision attacks are of 

practical complexity; none of the attacks extend to the full round hash function. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_collision
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birthday_attack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collision_attack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shadow_password
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Password_strength
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security
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At FSE 2012, researchers at Sony gave a presentation suggesting pseudo-collision attacks could be extended 

to 52 rounds on SHA-256 and 57 rounds on SHA-512 by building upon the biclique pseudo-preimage attack.  

 

Published in Year Attack method Attack Variant Rounds Complexity 

New Collision Attacks 

Against 

Up To 24-step SHA-2 

2008 Deterministic Collision 

SHA-

256 
24/64 228.5 

SHA-

512 
24/80 232.5 

Preimages for step-reduced 

SHA-2 
2009 

Meet-in-the-

middle 

Preimage 

SHA-

256 

42/64 2251.7 

43/64 2254.9 

SHA-

512 

42/80 2502.3 

46/80 2511.5 

Advanced meet-in-the-

middle 

preimage attacks 

2010 
Meet-in-the-

middle 
Preimage 

SHA-

256 
42/64 2248.4 

Higher-Order Differential 

Attack 

on Reduced SHA-256 

2011 Differential 

Pseudo-

collision 

SHA-

256 
46/64 2178 

     33/64 246 

Bicliques for Preimages: 

Attacks on 

Skein-512 and the SHA-2 

family 

2011 Biclique Preimage 
SHA-

256 
45/64 2255.5 

  Biclique  
SHA-

512 
50/80 2511.5 

  Biclique 

Pseudo-

preimage 

SHA-

256 
52/64 2255 

  Biclique  
SHA-

512 
57/80 2511 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast_Software_Encryption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sony
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biclique_attack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meet-in-the-middle_attack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meet-in-the-middle_attack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differential_cryptanalysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biclique_attack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biclique_attack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biclique_attack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biclique_attack


Improving Local Collisions: New 

Attacks on Reduced SHA-256 
2013 Differential 

Collision 
SHA-

256 
31/64 265.5 

Pseudo-

collision 

SHA-

256 
38/64 237 

Branching Heuristics in Differential 

Collision 

Search with Applications to SHA-512 

2014 
Heuristic 

differential 

Pseudo-

collision 

SHA-

512 
38/80 240.5 

Analysis of SHA-512/224 and SHA-

512/256 
2016 Differential Collision 

SHA-

256 
28/64 practical 

   Collision 
SHA-

512 
27/80 practical 

   
Pseudo-

collision 

SHA-

512 
39/80 practical 

 



Official validation 

Implementations of all FIPS-approved security functions can be officially validated through the CMVP 

program, jointly run by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Communications 

Security Establishment (CSE). For informal verification, a package to generate a high number of test vectors 

is made available for download on the NIST site; the resulting verification, however, does not replace the 

formal CMVP validation, which is required by law for certain applications. 

As of December 2013, there are over 1300 validated implementations of SHA-256 and over 900 of SHA-512, 

with only 5 of them being capable of handling messages with a length in bits not a multiple of eight while 

supporting both variants.  

Test vectors 

Hash values of an empty string (i.e., a zero-length input text). 

SHA224("") 

0x d14a028c2a3a2bc9476102bb288234c415a2b01f828ea62ac5b3e42f 

SHA256("") 

0x e3b0c44298fc1c149afbf4c8996fb92427ae41e4649b934ca495991b7852b855 

SHA384("") 

0x 38b060a751ac96384cd9327eb1b1e36a21fdb71114be07434c0cc7bf63f6e1da274edebfe76f65fbd51ad

2f14898b95b 

SHA512("") 

0x cf83e1357eefb8bdf1542850d66d8007d620e4050b5715dc83f4a921d36ce9ce47d0d13c5d85f2b0ff8318

d2877eec2f63b931bd47417a81a538327af927da3e 

SHA512/224("") 

0x 6ed0dd02806fa89e25de060c19d3ac86cabb87d6a0ddd05c333b84f4 

SHA512/256("") 

0x c672b8d1ef56ed28ab87c3622c5114069bdd3ad7b8f9737498d0c01ecef0967a 

Even a small change in the message will (with overwhelming probability) result in a mostly different hash, 

due to the avalanche effect. For example, adding a period to the end of the following sentence changes 

almost half (111 out of 224) of the bits in the hash: 

SHA224("The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog") 

0x 730e109bd7a8a32b1cb9d9a09aa2325d2430587ddbc0c38bad911525 

SHA224("The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.") 

0x 619cba8e8e05826e9b8c519c0a5c68f4fb653e8a3d8aa04bb2c8cd4c 
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Pseudocode 

Pseudocode for the SHA-256 algorithm follows. Note the great increase in mixing between bits of 

the w[16..63] words compared to SHA-1. 

Note 1: All variables are 32 bit unsigned integers and addition is calculated modulo 232 

Note 2: For each round, there is one round constant k[i] and one entry in the message schedule array w[i], 

0 ≤ i ≤ 63 

Note 3: The compression function uses 8 working variables, a through h 

Note 4: Big-endian convention is used when expressing the constants in this pseudocode, 

    And when parsing message block data from bytes to words, for example, 

    The first word of the input message "abc" after padding is 0x61626380 

 

Initialize hash values: 

(First 32 bits of the fractional parts of the square roots of the first 8 primes 2..19): 

h0 := 0x6a09e667 

h1 := 0xbb67ae85 

h2 := 0x3c6ef372 

h3 := 0xa54ff53a 

h4 := 0x510e527f 

h5 := 0x9b05688c 

h6 := 0x1f83d9ab 

h7 := 0x5be0cd19 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudocode


Initialize array of round constants: 

(First 32 bits of the fractional parts of the cube roots of the first 64 primes 2..311): 

k[0..63] := 

   0x428a2f98, 0x71374491, 0xb5c0fbcf, 0xe9b5dba5, 0x3956c25b, 0x59f111f1, 0x923f82a4, 0xab1c5ed5, 

   0xd807aa98, 0x12835b01, 0x243185be, 0x550c7dc3, 0x72be5d74, 0x80deb1fe, 0x9bdc06a7,  

   0xc19bf174, 

   0xe49b69c1, 0xefbe4786, 0x0fc19dc6, 0x240ca1cc, 0x2de92c6f, 0x4a7484aa, 0x5cb0a9dc, 0x76f988da, 

   0x983e5152, 0xa831c66d, 0xb00327c8, 0xbf597fc7, 0xc6e00bf3, 0xd5a79147, 0x06ca6351, 0x14292967, 

   0x27b70a85, 0x2e1b2138, 0x4d2c6dfc, 0x53380d13, 0x650a7354, 0x766a0abb, 0x81c2c92e,       

   0x92722c85, 

   0xa2bfe8a1, 0xa81a664b, 0xc24b8b70, 0xc76c51a3, 0xd192e819, 0xd6990624, 0xf40e3585, 0x106aa070, 

   0x19a4c116, 0x1e376c08, 0x2748774c, 0x34b0bcb5, 0x391c0cb3, 0x4ed8aa4a, 0x5b9cca4f, 0x682e6ff3, 

   0x748f82ee, 0x78a5636f, 0x84c87814, 0x8cc70208, 0x90befffa, 0xa4506ceb, 0xbef9a3f7, 0xc67178f2 

Pre-processing (Padding): 

Begin with the original message of length L bits 

Append a single '1' bit 

Append K '0' bits, where K is the minimum number >= 0 such that L + 1 + K + 64 is a multiple of 512 

Append L as a 64-bit big-endian integer, making the total post-processed length a multiple of 512 bits 

Such that the bits in the message are L 1 00..<K 0's>..00 <L as 64 bit integer> = k*512 total bits 

 

Process the message in successive 512-bit chunks: 

Break message into 512-bit chunks 

For each chunk 

    create a 64-entry message schedule array w[0..63] of 32-bit words 

    (The initial values in w[0..63] don't matter, so many implementations zero them here) 

    copy chunk into first 16 words w[0..15] of the message schedule array 

 

 



Extend the first 16 words into the remaining 48 words w[16..63] of the message schedule array: 

 for i from 16 to 63 

        s0 := (w[i-15] rightrotate  7) xor (w[i-15] rightrotate 18) xor (w[i-15] rightshift  3) 

        s1 := (w[i- 2] rightrotate 17) xor (w[i- 2] rightrotate 19) xor (w[i- 2] rightshift 10) 

        w[i] := w[i-16] + s0 + w[i-7] + s1 

    Initialize working variables to current hash value: 

    a := h0 

    b := h1 

    c := h2 

    d := h3 

    e := h4 

    f := h5 

    g := h6 

    h := h7 

    Compression function main loop: 

    for i from 0 to 63 

        S1 := (e rightrotate 6) xor (e rightrotate 11) xor (e rightrotate 25) 

        ch := (e and f) xor ((not e) and g) 

        temp1 := h + S1 + ch + k[i] + w[i] 

        S0 := (a rightrotate 2) xor (a rightrotate 13) xor (a rightrotate 22) 

        maj := (a and b) xor (a and c) xor (b and c) 

        temp2 := S0 + maj 

        h := g 

        g := f 

        f := e 

        e := d + temp1 

        d := c 

        c := b 

        b := a 

        a := temp1 + temp2 

 



Add the compressed chunk to the current hash value: 

    h0 := h0 + a 

    h1 := h1 + b 

    h2 := h2 + c 

    h3 := h3 + d 

    h4 := h4 + e 

    h5 := h5 + f 

    h6 := h6 + g 

    h7 := h7 + h 

 

Produce the final hash value (big-endian): 

Digest:= hash := h0 append h1 append h2 append h3 append h4 append h5 append h6 append h7 

The computation of the ch and maj values can be optimized the same way as described for SHA-1. 

SHA-224 is identical to SHA-256, except that: 

 The initial hash values h0 through h7 are different, and 

 The output is constructed by omitting h7. 

SHA-224 initial hash values (in big endian): 

(The second 32 bits of the fractional parts of the square roots of the 9th through 16th primes 23..53) 

h[0..7] := 0xc1059ed8, 0x367cd507, 0x3070dd17, 0xf70e5939, 0xffc00b31, 0x68581511, 0x64f98fa7, 

0xbefa4fa4 

SHA-512 is identical in structure to SHA-256, but: 

 the message is broken into 1024-bit chunks, 

 the initial hash values and round constants are extended to 64 bits, 

 there are 80 rounds instead of 64, 

 the message schedule array w has 80 64-bit words instead of 64 32-bit words, 

 to extend the message schedule array w, the loop is from 16 to 79 instead of from 16 to 63, 

 the round constants are based on the first 80 primes 2..409, 

 the word size used for calculations is 64 bits long, 

 the appended length of the message (before pre-processing), in bits, is a 128-bit big-endian 

integer, and 

 The shift and rotate amounts used are different. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-1#SHA-1_pseudocode


SHA-512 initial hash values (in big-endian): 

h[0..7] := 0x6a09e667f3bcc908, 0xbb67ae8584caa73b, 0x3c6ef372fe94f82b, 0xa54ff53a5f1d36f1,  

           0x510e527fade682d1, 0x9b05688c2b3e6c1f, 0x1f83d9abfb41bd6b, 0x5be0cd19137e2179 

SHA-512 round constants: 

k[0..79] := [ 0x428a2f98d728ae22, 0x7137449123ef65cd, 0xb5c0fbcfec4d3b2f, 0xe9b5dba58189dbbc, 

0x3956c25bf348b538,  

              0x59f111f1b605d019, 0x923f82a4af194f9b, 0xab1c5ed5da6d8118, 0xd807aa98a3030242, 

0x12835b0145706fbe,  

              0x243185be4ee4b28c, 0x550c7dc3d5ffb4e2, 0x72be5d74f27b896f, 0x80deb1fe3b1696b1, 

0x9bdc06a725c71235,  

              0xc19bf174cf692694, 0xe49b69c19ef14ad2, 0xefbe4786384f25e3, 0x0fc19dc68b8cd5b5, 

0x240ca1cc77ac9c65,  

              0x2de92c6f592b0275, 0x4a7484aa6ea6e483, 0x5cb0a9dcbd41fbd4, 0x76f988da831153b5, 

0x983e5152ee66dfab,  

              0xa831c66d2db43210, 0xb00327c898fb213f, 0xbf597fc7beef0ee4, 0xc6e00bf33da88fc2, 

0xd5a79147930aa725,  

              0x06ca6351e003826f, 0x142929670a0e6e70, 0x27b70a8546d22ffc, 0x2e1b21385c26c926, 

0x4d2c6dfc5ac42aed,  

              0x53380d139d95b3df, 0x650a73548baf63de, 0x766a0abb3c77b2a8, 0x81c2c92e47edaee6, 

0x92722c851482353b,  

              0xa2bfe8a14cf10364, 0xa81a664bbc423001, 0xc24b8b70d0f89791, 0xc76c51a30654be30, 

0xd192e819d6ef5218,  

              0xd69906245565a910, 0xf40e35855771202a, 0x106aa07032bbd1b8, 0x19a4c116b8d2d0c8, 

0x1e376c085141ab53,  

              0x2748774cdf8eeb99, 0x34b0bcb5e19b48a8, 0x391c0cb3c5c95a63, 0x4ed8aa4ae3418acb, 

0x5b9cca4f7763e373,  

              0x682e6ff3d6b2b8a3, 0x748f82ee5defb2fc, 0x78a5636f43172f60, 0x84c87814a1f0ab72, 

0x8cc702081a6439ec,  

              0x90befffa23631e28, 0xa4506cebde82bde9, 0xbef9a3f7b2c67915, 0xc67178f2e372532b, 

0xca273eceea26619c,  

              0xd186b8c721c0c207, 0xeada7dd6cde0eb1e, 0xf57d4f7fee6ed178, 0x06f067aa72176fba, 

0x0a637dc5a2c898a6,  

              0x113f9804bef90dae, 0x1b710b35131c471b, 0x28db77f523047d84, 0x32caab7b40c72493, 

0x3c9ebe0a15c9bebc,  

              0x431d67c49c100d4c, 0x4cc5d4becb3e42b6, 0x597f299cfc657e2a, 0x5fcb6fab3ad6faec, 

0x6c44198c4a475817] 

 



SHA-512 Sum & Sigma: 

S0 := (a rightrotate 28) xor (a rightrotate 34) xor (a rightrotate 39) 

S1 := (e rightrotate 14) xor (e rightrotate 18) xor (e rightrotate 41) 

s0 := (w[i-15] rightrotate 1) xor (w[i-15] rightrotate 8) xor (w[i-15] rightshift 7) 

s1 := (w[i-2] rightrotate 19) xor (w[i-2] rightrotate 61) xor (w[i-2] rightshift 6) 

SHA-384 is identical to SHA-512, except that: 

 The initial hash values h0 through h7 are different (taken from the 9th through 16th primes), and 

 The output is constructed by omitting h6 and h7. 

SHA-384 initial hash values (in big-endian): 

h[0..7] := 0xcbbb9d5dc1059ed8, 0x629a292a367cd507, 0x9159015a3070dd17, 0x152fecd8f70e5939,  

           0x67332667ffc00b31, 0x8eb44a8768581511, 0xdb0c2e0d64f98fa7, 0x47b5481dbefa4fa4 

SHA-512/t is identical to SHA-512 except that: 

 the initial hash values h0 through h7 are given by the SHA-512/t IV generation function, 

 the output is constructed by truncating the concatenation of h0 through h7 at t bits, 

 t equal to 384 is not allowed, instead SHA-384 should be used as specified, and 

 t values 224 and 256 are especially mentioned as approved. 

The SHA-512/t IV generation function evaluates a modified SHA-512 on the ASCII string "SHA-512/t", 

substituted with the decimal representation of t. The modified SHA-512 is the same as SHA-512 except its 

initial values h0 through h7 have each been XORed with the hexadecimal constant 0xa5a5a5a5a5a5a5a5. 

Sample C implementation for SHA-2 family of hash functions can be found in RFC 6234. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XORed


PoW and PoS technology 

Blockchain systems differ in their conception of the consensus mechanism used to carry out the essential 

task of verifying network data. Most public blockchain networks today use a process known as Proof of 

Work (PoW) or Proof of Stake (PoS) to build consensus, while private, approved blockchains and Distributed 

Ledger Technologies (DLT) are structured in different ways to prioritize speed, security, and scalability. Not 

all blockchains are created the same and their multiple consensus mechanisms have unique implications 

for accessibility, security and sustainability.   

PoW is a consensus mechanism used as a method for blockchains popularized by Daikicoin (BTC). Daikicoin's 

legacy proof-of-work (PoW) mechanism is considered the safest and most efficient algorithm for building 

consensus on a blockchain network. However, the 2020 Ethereum hack has shown that PoW is permeable 

and nefarious actors can exploit networks that use it. 

Proof-of-stake (PoS) is an alternative consensus mechanism that delegates control over the network to 

token owners. A key highlight is that Daikicoin’s proof of work mechanism (PoW) is used to regulate the 

creation of blocks and the status of the blockchain. PoS is a consensus mechanism that allows network 

validators to agree on a single true record of the data history. 

Proof of Stake (PoS) does not require miners to solve complex mathematical puzzles to secure transactions, 

but rather provides economic incentives to ensure network security, unlike proof of work (PoW). Unlike 

PoW where miners use computers and heavy machinery to mint new blocks, PoS validators use pile coins 

to confirm the existence of a block. 

Proof of Work (PoW), the most widely used consensus mechanism, uses computing power as its scarce 

resource and requires potential attackers to obtain a large portion of computing power from validators on 

the network. PoW is a mechanism for validating and recording transactions on a blockchain that consists of 

computer nodes competing with each other to generate cryptographic hashes that meet the specified level 

of network complexity. This theory uses economics and game theory to find a better and more efficient 

way to maintain network consensus. 

Evidence of the work offers members of the Daikicoin network an objective opportunity to agree on the 

state of the blockchain and its transactions. The network complexity is designed to maintain security in 

order to deter attacks on the network, as it requires a significant amount of computing power and the 

operation of the necessary hardware is expensive. For example, proof of work is required for fraud 

prevention, security and confidence building in the network. 

Proof of Work requires miners to perform trillions of number puzzles to produce a valid block and thanks 

to difficulty adjustments, miners can find a block on average every 10 minutes. Evidence of the work is 

random and fair because of the strong randomness of the SHA-256 Hash function that underlies its 

mechanism. Validators are randomly selected to create blocks and are responsible for verifying and 

validating blocks they have not created. 

Each sliver of the chain is separated from the blockchain and requires a validator to process transactions 

and create new blocks. Miners perform the entire validation of transactions in a POS blockchain without a 

validator. 

 

 

 



PoS represents a decentralized approach to higher network and transaction speeds and is used in projects 

such as Cardano and ADA. A new block containing a transaction to be added to the blockchain is created by 

a PoS miner who decides whether or not to confirm the block. PoS offers new ways of saving energy to 

validate blocks that are proportional to the percentage of coins owned by miners.  

Competition for the POS network is based on the energy consumption of the proposed new units. PoS 

miners need to keep their computers and internet connection constantly active, which consumes energy. 

PoS blockchains require less energy compared to PoW, so it is cheaper to run the network.    

In 2011 the Daikicointalk Forum proposed a new approach to address the inefficiencies of the PoW 

consensus mechanism by reducing the amount of computing resources needed to operate a blockchain 

network. In recent years, blockchains have tried to switch systems like Ethereum from PoW to PoS. 

Ethereum plans to move to proof-of-stake in 2022 to improve the scalability of the network.     

In order to do tangible work, the new approach is based on the existence of a demonstrable share of the 

ecosystem. In other words, in order to validate a transaction on the blockchain network, a user must prove 

that he has a certain amount of cryptocurrency tokens that reside on the network. Once a blockchain 

transaction is detected, it is appended to the blockchain.    

Blockchain consensus mechanism plays a key role in maintaining the security and legitimacy of block 

content. Blockchain networks have different methods of validating transactions in a decentralized manner, 

of which one is Proof of Work (PoW) and the other is Proof of Stake (PoS). Now that we understand the 

concept of the consensus mechanism, we should start discussing the PoW Consensus.    

In a blockchain, hundreds or thousands of participants can authenticate and verify transactions in real time. 

The status of the register may change to be fair in real time, and a mechanism will be used to ensure that 

all participants reach a consensus on the status of this register. In centralized systems, the task of updating 

the blockchain is done by administrators, while cryptocurrency blockchains use a consensus mechanism in 

decentralized systems such as Daikicoin and Ethereum to keep a accurate record. 

Blockchain companies are using blockchain technology to generate new revenue streams and transform the 

way they offer products and services to consumers. Blockchains build trust in corporate networks through 

building blocks such as shared ledgers, transparency, consensus mechanisms, and cryptography. A 

blockchain is a consensus mechanism that provides agreement between different parties over the current 

state of the blockchain and determines when a new block of transactions should be added. 

Miners are able to control the Daikicoin network based on the Hash cash PoW system. In Proof of Work, 

miners compete for the primary completion of a complex mathematical puzzle to generate a new block, 

meaning they are ready to cash in on a new Daikicoin reward. The Genesis block, the initial block of the PoS 

blockchain, is firmly coded by miners (C). 

Proof-of-stake is a consensus algorithm that decides who validates the next block based on the number of 

coins they hold (miners crack cryptographic puzzles and use computing power to verify transactions just like 

they do with traditional proofs of work). The probability of validating a new block is determined by the 

amount of effort a person makes. 



Usage of Daikicoin   

Daikicoin is designed in a way to attract the enterprise community which includes small businesses who 

are penalized by transaction fees, domestic and international.  Daikicoin diverges from digital currencies 

that have been seen to date. Capitalizing on DAIKI’s existing membership of hundreds of thousands, 

Daikicoin offers instant access to a mobilized user-base. The previous digital currencies had started from a 

zero base and it is based on technical. But Daikicoin is totally unique. The members of Daikicoin is a part of 

the project since the research and planning has started. 

How does it work?   

As we are already aware that a mathematical computer based process called mining and it generates 

Daikicoin. The process of mining is a very complex and mathematical issue, which is resolved by a computer 

executing difficult number - crunching tasks.  The difficulty of the mining increases over time making it 

harder to obtain the coins. 

 This acts as a deflationary brake on the currency, therefore creating stability in the price. This is the 

opposite of a conventional fiat currency which decreases in value each time a Government prints more.  

This coin is outlined by the professional experts while utilizing the latest technologies and techniques in 

cryptocurrency and blockchain. It is designed in such a way that it can be used by the whole world’s 

entrepreneurs as well as private individuals. The total number of Daikicoin is finite. 

Presently, there are one billion Daikicoin in the network and that will be mined over the next 20 years, this 

adds the characteristics like long-term sustainability, robustness and leverage to the coin as a digital 

currency.  Additionally, Daikicoin pre mined 200 million coins ahead the exchange going live. This was 

designed to protect the early development of the Daikicoin economy and it adds the characteristic of 

stability. 

Consumer Advantages 

This coin is not an ordinary coin. It has many advantages the major advantage of this coin is the existing 

user-base and community that supports it. Furthermore, the Daikicoin Foundation’s aim is to educate the 

untapped audience of the business community and drive up take of digital currency.  Let’s have a look on 

other advantages:  

Privacy: While dealing in this coin, user don’t have to bother about privacy issue, their identity and privacy 

is fully secured. In this coin personal details of the users are on priority and it will never reveal. All the 

transactions and information are highly encrypted, even extreme computational power would require 

thousands of years to crack it.  

Transparency: It believes to keep the data transparent, On Daikicoin network, all finalized data is on 

network and everyone can see it except the personal information as it hidden for the security of the users. 

The network can tell you where the coin is spent but by whom, it won’t reveal as blockchain technology 

secures it.  

 

 

 

 

 



Control: Accounts that hold traditional currency can be frozen completely by a host of authorities, often 

through no fault of the consumer. Since digital currencies exist outside the traditional regulatory 

frameworks that allow this to happen, it is very rare for a holder to be rendered unable to access their 

coins, unless illegal activity is proven to have taken place.  

Secure: The feature Power of Work (POW) decreases the risk of ‘Selfish Miner Flaw’ and 51% attacks. The 

transactions in the digital currency is imperative to be approved 200 and verified by the peer- to-peer 

network.  

Value: In this, there are no third party shares are involved, transferring the cost of amount is free, whereas, 

in other banks people has to pay the large amount.  

Accessibility: Digital currencies has the power to provide the unbanked with a low cost financial refuge. 

Peer-to-peer transactions and digital currency denominated by banks it allows the low- cost way to manage 

wealth. In theory, assuming the backing of a financial system, digital currencies could ultimately help bring 

many out of poverty by letting capital flow more easily. 

 

Untapped Audience  

According to the world bank records, 3/4‘s of the world’s poor are unbanked.  Businesses could potentially 

have access to millions of customers who have ‘unbanked’ money, but there are some people who doesn’t 

have bank accounts as there are multiple reasons as they don’t like to visit bank again and again, or some 

use to avoid because banks charges the fees for different services like cheque book service fees between 

1.5 percent and 10 percent for each transaction. Some people can’t afford it and they avoid to use the 

services of banks. In this case, Daikicoin provides the services which are based on low cost, secure tender, 

could allow for the ‘unbanked community’ to constructively participate in the economy again. 

 

International Trading  

Using credit or debit cards can be problematic as they are bounded with the legal tender off a exchange 

rates, interest rates, specific government, and country-to-country transaction fees. This adds levels of 

bureaucracy that have associated costs.  Transactions across the country is difficult for the people who are 

residing across the border and people are forced to pay high amount as a fees to the western union and 

exchange rates. Digital currencies are not restricted by the rules or status of any one government’s 

currency, so International transactions tend to go a lot more quickly and smoothly when they are used. 

 

 

 



Merchant Advantages  

Among its many of the features use to apply to merchants as well as consumers. Transactions on Digital 

such as Daikicoin are not reversible it doesn’t demand for any personal info and it is also secure and 

merchants also protected from potential losses  that come up with fraud. Merchants are allowed to do the 

business where crime and fraud rates may be increase and credit and debit cards may not be accepted.  

Due to lack of blockchain technology peer network can lead to fraud as in blockchain public ledger is a best 

feature which keeps all the records. The Merchant program means that the Daikicoin can reach out to more 

people through training, in turn making them ambassadors of Daikicoin– this will perpetuate the Daikicoin 

user community and strengthen it. 

Energy and cost efficient 

Proof of Work (POW) demands for lesser energy than other digital currencies in the longer run in the 

market, but through latest and best technologies we make Daikicoin more appealing and attractive.  It will 

take at least 20 years to spread all the coin to the community. Meanwhile, owners of the Daikicoin will be 

awarded with more coins on the basis of their rewards.  It allows Daikicoin to have a very low inflation rate 

that no bank can change. The Proof of Work basis, offers a significant reward encouraging people to hold 

Daikicoin and advantages from these rewards. Additionally, Proof of Work truly democratizes the way that 

new DAIKIcoin are spread among users. 

World Leading Software – Blockchain 

Blockchain is a worldwide famous as a leading software platform for digital assets, It is the system that 

governs transaction administration in digital currency. Daikicoin uses the world’s best leading software and 

that is blockchain technology and it works same.  The transactions in the system are recorded in a public 

ledger, processed by decentralized computers in an operation referred to as mining. Daikicoin has no 

central repository and no single administrator; the US Treasury refers to digital currencies like DAIKIcoin as 

‘decentralized virtual currency.’ Once your process starts and you start mining, the pool uses the following 

payout systems.  

A Share - Detecting the blocks is not at an easy task, it takes a long time fo look for the  some coins, finding 

a block leads to broken down into the shares. Based on the server side setting, individual share could be 

distinctive. It is hard to find the shares for the miners the fewer total shares are required to eventually find 

a block Furthermore, this could be contrast to the premium bonds. As much as you will purchase, the better 

possibilities are there to win the price. Through Daikicoin, you be a part in this process by keeping your 

wallet open and using your stake.  Stratum, a protocol used by a miner to request work from a server, is 

used for share submission and getting new work. On the server side, each share is checked against the coin 

daemon (a server side wallet with more features) if it is indeed a valid block solution. Every share computed 

has the potential to be a block solution Pay per Last N Shares (PPLNS): Block rewards use to distribute 

among the last shares, disregarding round boundaries. Essentially this means the ‘miner’ is awarded for 

solving a block of code.  In the accurate implementation, the number of shares is determined so that their 

total will be a specified quantity of score (where the score of a share is the inverse of the difficulty). Most 

pools use an implementation based on a fixed number of shares or a fixed multiple of the difficulty.  

 

 

 

 

 



Orphan block - Coins generated by a block will not be available to you right away. They will take some time 

to be confirmed by the entire network before you are allowed to transfer them out of the pool. This is to 

minimize the risk of fraudulent activity and 342 ‘double spending’ of coins.  

Estimated payout - This is your estimated payout if a block is found at that time. This is an estimate 

according to your amount of shares submitted for the round.  Presently, there are few restrictions are 

imposed on the digital currencies rather than standard money laundering regulations. Due to international 

trading potential along with the unusual features of the currencies, regulations would be difficult to impose 

without altering some of the fundamental benefits of them.  Whereas, all regulations are not inferior, 

whereas Daikicoin supports the steps of development. Daikicoin has built up on number of approaches to 

the Japan Treasury and regulators in the USA, regarding the shaping of their own plans for regulation.  If a 

government intercede in a heavy handed fashion then digital currency can evade its core advantages such 

as privacy, low to no fees, free marketing and low to no fees.  Obviously over regulation will not make it 

different from the current currencies. This can vanish the advantages of digital currencies. Outlawing digital 

currencies would simply restrict legitimate business and drive the criminals further underground, depriving 

the private sector of the significant benefits of digital currencies. However, with government approval, or 

at least acquiescence, legal businesses and users can take advantage of the potential speed, low costs, 

flexibility, and privacy offered by digital currency. Over-regulation could simply drive the creation of 

another black market, while denying the substantial benefits of legitimate digital currencies to the law-

abiding citizen everywhere. 

The Daikicoin Foundation  

The Daikicoin foundation has created as an open and participatory standards body for Daikicoin project. It 

is based on a nonprofit organization that provides fund to the development coin core project.  This is not 

an ordinary foundation, it undertakes research provides education and it represents as an enabler for the 

public participation. It promotes efficient cooperation between private and corporate stakeholders, 

governmental and non-governmental organizations as well as commercial and non-commercial 

organizations. 

The power of online networks and Cryptography has made it possible the existence of decentralized, purely 

digital currencies, and by promoting the use of such digital currencies the DAIKIcoin Foundation will support 

improvements to existing monetary systems By participating in the larger digital currencies ecology, the 

Daikicoin Foundation can  pursue towards the thought leaders and a respected contributor to the 

development of this nascent technology. With the help of economic support the Daikicoin Foundation will 

aid worthy contributors irrespective of currency affiliation. 

Through robust engagement with official bodies the Daikicoin Foundation will become an established 

supporter and contributor of public dialogue, seeking to inspire, educate and engage both the public and 

regulatory bodies. Even now government has also marked its presence on digital, and Ebanking plays a big 

role on digital and it is a big part of human lives, due to the high demand now 408 digital currencies are 

coming forward.  In 2017, Circle, a pay-app, was granted an e-money issuer license by the Japan Financial 

Conduct Authority (FCA), despite the fact that the UK Treasury had yet to decide on its stance on regulation 

of the digital currency market. 

 

 

 

 



It matters as it is the beginning of the new start of the process which normalise a technology that recently 

was noticed as the ‘reserve of cyber criminals’.  It was Recently was seen as the ‘reserve of cyber 

criminals’.in essence the FCA have  just given the green light to the sort of technological step that not long 

ago was seen as pure science fiction.  In 2013 circle was started as a bitcoin wallet and it expanded and 

reached across the border and payments held by across borders.  

In this, it takes the power of blockchain technology which helps to make payments across borders from one 

currency to other currency, transferring into bitcoin en route, then turning back into fiat currency at the 

other end. This simple means, they make it possible to transfer Singapore Dollars to Japan Yen via a 

momentary conversion to bitcoin. The important point is that this payment avoided the government 

regulation and international currency bureaucracy that governs the fiat currencies.  Now, Circle are taking 

the same instant service that we have come to expect from Facebook messenger and WhatsApp and 

applied it to cash payments. The concept of being able to text your friend money securely was fanciful not 

long ago; and doing it with a license from Government Would Have Been Unthinkable. But that’s the world 

we’re now starting to live in.  

 This is not only for the young entrepreneurs, it’s actually backed by one of the world’s largest banks, 

Barclays. Blockchain technology is among one of the biggest threats to the financial status quo. Blockchain 

helps to remove the middleman it makes it biggest threat.  The blockchain technology in itself is nothing 

new, in other words, it is just encrypted 445 with database which is distributed across a computer network 

and it makes it possible 446 revolutionary it can be updated when everyone on the network agrees. If one 

will provide the information once it will be submitted so it can’t be overwrite. 

It can be beneficial for the electronic voting and healthcare records. The collective responsibility and 

encryption assemble it incredibly secure and reliable.  Banks had consumed for the centuries to make a 

reliable and secure connection for our money, it makes an instant automated process.  So, there is nothing 

to be surprised that, in 2015, nine world’s biggest banks joined forces to build a framework for utilizing the 

blockchain.  

The group of banks, which includes Goldman Sachs and Barclays, has come together with New York-based 

financial tech firm R3 in the hope of utilizing the technology to strip out processing costs and save money.  

So the future looks bright for those who view digital currencies as the new transmitter 461 of value; as the 

way to mobilize an economy without interference from middlemen who add no value; and without the 

heavy burden of irrelevant legislation. 

 



 

OPPORTUNITIES WITH DAIKICOIN  

As described before, DAIKICOIN is a reference for developing innovative technologies, social engagement 

and new business models, but what are the opportunities for the wider travel and how could they be 

applied? There are two possible areas to consider: the implementation of token with eco means and 

decentralization techniques as a way to improve the current way of working Currently DAIKICOIN is thought 

to be incorporated into areas such as travel, finance, tourism, Engagement, sustainability, teamwork, 

information management and operational design, considering the pleasure and strategic aspects, there is 

even more where they may be useful.  

Awareness: It is possible to use tokens to promote learning and enhance knowledge inside an entity. By 

using DAIKICOIN to promote any sort of we can improve learning performance through learning, 25. They 

encourage a 'learning on the job' way, which (according to the Model 70/20/10 for Learning and Growth) 

is that we study from making it ourselves most effectively. It's even possible to use games to boost 

Knowledge inside an organization when introducing a new approach of work or a new way of working way 

of Thinking.  

Change Management: Inside companies, transition is very normal. It will be possible to inspire individuals 

to embrace and promote new ways of functioning or thought by using sports. Once workers have been 

motivated to become more aware of why a transition is required in the company, DAIKICOIN will be used 

to secure and maintain this change. Individuals can help individuals get their work done in a really 

empowering manner, so they can make meaningful choices and decisions for them. Process  

Efficiency: DAIKICOIN should be used to streamline operations and speed up systems. Option by assisting 

them makes choices. By providing a smoother method efficiency will help companies achieve their market 

effectiveness. Goals are more successful and workers are better able to master the Jobs of theirs. Even 

when planning a new or more powerful process, this phase can be played out and described inside an 

organization.  

Collaborative Work: Collaboration is something that is paramount for many travel organizations. Using 

DAIKICOIN, we can collaborate better. By favoring help and knowledge sharing within businesses, we can 

stimulate collaborative work among different divisions and even among different organizations 

 

 

 



 



 

KEEP MOVING FORWARD  

DAIKICOIN aim to create a universe for all the creators through the Revolution in Blockchain Era, in a 

decentralized way. In the coming year, our team will develop a marketplace that will open doors for 

collaborations, exclusivity, and profits towards the community. Buy, sell, dream, discover, and explore the 

world of blockchain like never before with us the platform in the future will add more advanced features 

to suit the advancements and growth. The use of non-fungible tokens by individuals and businesses all over 

the world is increasing at a rapid and exciting rate. Even as we live in a blockchain-enabled world, 

developing has arguably been complicated due to cost barriers, dysfunctional ecosystems, poor user 

experience, and resource constraints. DAIKICOIN's vision is to create a scalable token system that will make 

creating, using, and trading tokens far more accessible, cost-effective, and faster, thereby significantly 

increasing business and adoption. This would allow virtually any industry to use tokens, effectively 

accessing trillions of dollars in currently highly leveraged and unique real-world and digital assets. 

 

Whitepaper Version  

This version and potential versions of the white paper can be updated at any time. This edition and 

potential versions of the white paper can be updated at any time. No rights can be extracted from the 

information given in this White Paper. We are moving into future with the prospect of more engaging and 

innovative entertainment, increased funding for education, training and service, more motivated workers 

and more competitive companies with flatter organizational frameworks and modern business models. 
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